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Introduction

This study of instrumental and vocal love songs has evolved from and will attempt to continue the research begun in two articles, "Special Song Types in North American Indian Music" by George Herzog and "Musical Areas in Aboriginal North America" by Helen Roberts, both written more than forty years ago. The Roberts paper, which in part delineates musical areas by means of the distribution of instruments, clearly pointed out the lack of any information concerning the music of melody-producing instruments in aboriginal North America.

While so much can be said of musical instruments, almost nothing is known of the music which might have been produced by those capable of more than one tone.

The flute and flageolel produced readily audible melodies; various writers who have heard this music have almost always remarked that it was plaintive and beautiful. Very few records of it have been made, however, and equally few examples notated. (1936:27)

As far as my research indicates, no thorough discussion of the flageolel, which was used almost exclusively as a courting instrument, exists in the relevant literature, with the exception of Harriam's treatment of the flageolel among the Flathead Indians. Accordingly, the first chapter of this paper will consist of a study of the courting flute: its construction, distribution, the beliefs and behaviour associated
with its acquisition, and its social function will be discussed in detail.

The second and major section of this thesis will deal with the melodies played on the courting flute and with the closely related genre of love songs. Together they constitute a special class of North American Indian music. These songs and flute melodies have never been taken together as a group and studied for their stylistic unity. Very frequently found in the same geographical location, flute melodies and love songs had a fairly wide distribution north of Mexico, being most highly concentrated through the central U.S.A. in roughly the Plains-Plateau-Southwest areas. Since this music cuts across several musical areas, can it be shown to possess a homogeneity within itself and a consequent dissimilarity to the other music of its area? This was the fundamental question posed by Herzog in 1935. To attempt an answer, flute melodies and love songs from tribes located in four musical areas, the Western Great Lakes, Plains, Plateau, and Southwest will be analyzed, studied, and finally compared with the general stylistic traits of the music of each area.
Chapter 1 The Courting Flute

1.1 Terminology and Construction

Throughout the literature discussing Native American wind instruments, the terms most frequently used are whistle, whistle flute, flageolet, open flute (vertical and transverse), and single and double reed pipe. Although the distinction between instruments using reeds as the vibrating mechanism and those without reeds is clear, the other terms are often confused. The instrument under discussion here is correctly called a flageolet and belongs to the group of instruments known as whistle flutes (Apel 1970:225). By way of illustration, the European flageolet and recorder are also whistle flutes. These two instruments are distinguished from each other by the number of finger-holes, six and eight respectively, and by their positioning (Cessaraboff 1941:62-63). The functioning principle, however, is the same. In all whistle flutes the upper end of the instrument is stopped by a plug or fipple with only a narrow slit, called a flue, remaining. The breath is led through the flue toward the sharp edge of a small opening below the fipple. The Indian flageolet is a slight variation on this design in that the
narrow air channel is formed outside the cylinder, thus requiring the addition of the characteristic wooden block or "saddle."

The materials and method of construction of the flageolet were remarkably similar throughout North America. Red cedar was the most commonly used wood, although other straight-grained woods such as box-elder, ash, sumac, elderberry, redwood, osage orange, and fir are also mentioned in the literature as being suitable materials. More recently, flageolets have been made from metal gun barrels and nickel tubing. Features of these metal flutes, such as tone quality and pitch level, which differ markedly from that of a wooden flute will be discussed in the following chapter, "Instrumental Love Songs."

The instruments were generally about 1½ inches in diameter and 20 to 21 inches long; however, they could vary in length from 11 inches (Northern Ute/Densmore 1922:23) to 24½ inches (Omaha/Fletcher 1893:72). Densmore has stated that the length of the instrument was determined by the stature of the player; for example, the distance from the inside of his elbow to the end of the middle finger (1926:95) or the length given by "spreads" of his hand (1929a:167) were two rough measures used in calculating the dimensions of the flageolet.

To make a flageolet a straight section of wood was split lengthwise and the insides of each half were hollowed out to form a cylindrical bore. A block (A) – see Figure 1 – was left inside the cylinder treating a solid unbroken partition between the upper
and lower chambers. The chamber containing the mouth-end was proportionally shorter (1:3) than the body of the instrument. Small square holes (B and C) were cut into each chamber just above and below the partition. The surface around these holes was then made smooth and flat and a thin wooden or metal plate (D) laid over it. This plate had a rectangular hole cut into it which fit exactly over the two holes in the cylinder (Figure 2). Finally, a wooden block (E), flat on the underside and carved according to the maker's fancy or tradition on top, was tied or glued over this plate.

Air blown into the end of the shorter chamber flattens into a thin stream as it passes between the partition and the plate. At the entrance to the longer chamber the airstream impinges on the sharp edge or "lip" of the plate and sets the column of air in vibration. At this point the airstream divides. To allow surplus air to escape, the block is either positioned to leave the second hole partially uncovered or has a vertical groove carved into it.
Fig. 2 Detail of flue (with block removed) to show position of thin wooden plate over the partition and two air-holes

Fig. 1 Cross-section of external flue and wooden block of the Indian flageolet

The mouth-end was either blunt, tapered to an opening smaller than that of the tube, or shaped into a small tube which projected from the instrument to form a true mouth-piece. The flageolet had four to eight finger holes (Baker 1882:55) but six holes, in two groups of three, was the most common arrangement. These holes were burnt into the wood with a pointed hot iron. There is no indication that measurements were taken for the positioning of the holes. The guiding principle seems to have been the size of the player's hands, the holes being placed wherever the fingers comfortably rested (Herriman 1907:50; Collier 1968:100; Bensmore 1925:95). This rather
arbitrary method of determining the position of finger-holes, as well as the variable length and diameter of the instrument, should theoretically make the tuning of every flute unique. In practice, however, the tone systems of most wooden instruments conform to a fairly standard pattern: the lowest tone of the flute lies most often between $g'$ and $b^2$ with the other tones rising in intervals that are very close to Western diatonic steps of a major second and minor third. Semitones, when they occur, are always between the highest tone of the fingered scale and the overblown octave. For example:

![Tone System of Omaha Flagelolet Melody](image)

**Fig. 3** Tone system of Omaha flagelolet melody (13)

(The tone system for every flagelolet melody discussed in this paper is given at the bottom of each transcription, see pp. 45-72.)

In addition to the finger-holes that were stopped, the flagelolet of the Flathead Indians had a seventh hole placed near the bottom of the instrument. Although it was never covered, the instrument was considered incomplete without it (Merriam 1967:50). The Omaha, Onondaga, and Chippewa flagelolets are similar in this respect since they all feature four small holes arranged circularly near the bottom end. Baker's (1862) drawing of a flagelolet (tribe not identified)
Fig. 4 Flageolets from the Sioux (top), Onondaga (middle), and Taos (bottom) Indians. From the private collection of Dr. David P. McAllester. Photograph by Susan McAllester.
Fig. 5 Detail of Onondaga flageolet showing the elaborately carved block. Photograph by Susan McAllester.
also shows these small holes arranged in a cluster. Finally, the flagolet was often bound in several places with coloured strings or leather thongs. These could be purely decorative but on occasion also functioned to hold the two halves together. The Chippewa, for example, sometimes used raw deer hide to bind the flute and, as the hide dried, it contracted to hold the two parts tightly together (Densmore 1929a:168).

1.2 Distribution

The flagolet had a fairly wide distribution north of Mexico but was most highly concentrated through the central U.S.A., in roughly the Plains-Plateau-Southwest area. An early distributional map by Helen Roberts (1936:17) shows that the flagolet existed in an area extending from the Western Great Lakes to the lower Mississippi and west to the Colorado River. Two other locations are also marked: California, where only the Mohave knew the flagolet (Kroeber 1965: 22), and the Southeast. The Roberts map corresponds closely with an earlier listing by Curt Sachs, given below, (1929:214) of the Indian groups who possessed the flagolet. (The figures in brackets indicate the number of finger-holes on the various flagolets).
Apache (5) - Plains
Northern Ute (6) - Basin
Kiowa (6) - Plains
Blackfoot (4) - Plains
Mohave - California
Omaha (6) - Plains
Sioux (5/6) - Plains
Ojibwa1 (6) - Plains/Western Great Lakes
Yuchi (5) - Southeast
Cheyenne (7) - Plains

Altamexiko

The inclusion of Altamexiko (pre-Columbian Mexico) in this list should be noted since it has been suggested (Galpin 1902-03:135; Sachs 1929:214; Roberts 1936:20625) that the flageolet originated in Mexico and subsequently spread northward.2

A search to augment these early distributional listings has revealed the existence of the flageolet among these additional Indian tribes: (see distributional map, Fig. 6, page 12).

1. Iroquois - Eastern Woodlands (Baker 1862:55-56; Morgan 1904:bk III,38; Beauchamp 1905:177; Miller 1921:511-512; Speck 1945:77; Kurath 1951:116; Kurath 1956:4)

2. Menominee - Western Great Lakes (Dansmore 1932:11)

3. Winnebago - Western Great Lakes (Radin 1923:123; Hofmann 1964)
4. Meskwaki - Plains/Western Great Lakes (Bushy 1886:82; Kurath 1956:4)

5. Fox - Plains/Western Great Lakes (Jones 1939:57; Forsyth 1912:222)

6. Sauk - Plains/Western Great Lakes (Forsyth 1912:222)

7. Mandan - Plains (Densmore 1923:9-10; Collier 1968:100)

8. Hidatsa - Plains (Densmore 1923:9-10)

9. Cree - Plains (Wissler 1910:86)

10. Dakota Sioux - Plains (Galpin 1902-03:134; Collier 1968:100-101)

11. Teton Sioux - Plains (Catlin 1876:213)

12. Pawnee (Densmore 1929b:97)


16. Thompson - Plateau (Merriam 1967:52)

17. Okanagon - Plateau (Merriam 1967:52)


20. Flathead - Plateau (Merriam 1951:369)

21. Coeur d'Alene - Plateau (Teit 1930:165)

23. Tenino - Plateau (Ray 1942:187)
24. Umatilla - Plateau (Ray 1942:187)
25. Northern Shoshoni - Basin (Steward 1941:251; Steward 1943:336)
26. Hasko - Basin (Steward 1943:336)
27. Northern Flute - Southwest (Stewart 1941:404)
28. Southern Flute - Southwest (Stewart 1942:295)
29. Tocas - Southwest (McAllister & Brown 1961)
30. Lipon - Southwest (Gifford 1940:59)
31. Shawnee - Southeast/Plains (Kinietz 1939:39)
32. Alabama - Southeast (Bensmore 1937:278)
33. Creek - Southeast (Swanton 1928:521).

1.3 Function

In the summer of the olden time there might often be heard at eventide the call of flutes. It was the youths upon the hill-side piping love-songs. Every one may know a love-song when he hears it, for the flute-tones are long and languorous, and are filled with a soft trillor. When a maiden heard the flute-music of her lover without, she always found it necessary to leave the tipi to draw water or to visit some neighbour.

In this song the maiden asks leave of her mother to go to see her uncle, but the music tells that it is really her lover to whom she is going. The old people were not often deceived when the flute-music sounded. (Curtis 1923:261)

Although occasional reference is made to the use of the flag-stick in ceremonies (Radin 1923:123) and as a warning or war signal...
Fig. 6 Map showing Distribution of the Courting Flute
(Densmore 1939:103; Kinzett 1939:39), its most common use seems to have been as a counting instrument. Consequently, its repertoire was almost exclusively restricted to the playing of love songs. Although both men and women could sing love songs, only men played the flageolet. It appears to have always been played as a solo instrument and never accompanied by the voice (Driver 1966:195).

Because of its function, the flageolet was considered the personal property of the player and was rarely borrowed or loaned. Flageolet songs appear to have been individual creations and were, therefore, also personally owned. Something of the supernatural was often attached to songs played on the flageolet. In Menominee tradition it was said that a man who played the flageolet carried "love medicine" with him, an indication that songs possessed magical qualities (Densmore 1932:208). Among the Flathead Indians, Merriam discusses the relationship of a guardian spirit in association with flageolet melodies. The flageolet was usually made on the instruction of the spirit, who also gave the man the songs. When a song was played, it was not even necessary that the woman to whom the song was directed be able to hear it. "A woman always knows when someone is singing a love song to her. It is like a dream. The spirit that gave the man the song would be the one who caused her to know." (Merriam 1967:10). As with the Flathead, intervention by the supernatural also occurred among the Crow Indians, where flageolets were
often given to suitors in a vision. A supernatural being, usually in the form of an elk, would appear playing a flute and his music would cause all the female animals to run toward him. After such a vision the would-be suitor returned to camp and, taking his example from the elk, would make an exact copy of the kind of flute that had been revealed to him. With this flute he would be able to irresistibly charm the woman he desired (Bowie 1935:52).

A more elaborate version of the origin of the courting flute is still current in Plains Indian mythology. In Richard Erdoes' collection of Indian legends (1976), Henry Crow Dog, a Sioux from Rosebud, South Dakota, describes the creation of the first "Siyotanka."

When the young hunter awoke, the sun was already high, and on a branch of the tree against which he was leaning was a red-headed woodpecker. The bird flew away to another tree and then to another, but never very far, looking all the time over its shoulder at the young man as if to say "Come on!" Then, once more the hunter heard that wonderful song, and his heart yearned to find the singer. The bird flew toward the sound, leading the young man, its flaming red top flitting through the leaves, making it easy to follow. At last the bird alighted on a cedar tree and began tapping and hammering on a dead branch, making a noise like the fast beating of a small drum. Suddenly there was a gust of wind, and again the hunter heard that beautiful sound right close by and above him.

Then he discovered that the song came from the dead branch which the woodpecker was belaboring with its beak. He found, moreover, that it was the wind which made the sound as it whistled through the holes the bird had drilled into the branch. "Kola, friend," said the hunter, "let me take this branch home. You can make yourself another one." He took the branch, a hollow piece of wood
about the length of his forearm, and full of holes. The young man walked back to his village. He had no meat to bring to his tribe, but he was happy all the same.

Back in his tipi, he tried to make the dead branch sing for him. He blew on it, he waved it around—but no sound came. It made the young man sad. He wanted so much to hear that wonderful sound. He purified himself in the sweatlodge and climbed to the top of a lonely hill. There, naked, resting with his back against a large rock, he fasted for four days and four nights, crying for a dream, a vision to teach him how to make the branch sing. In the middle of the fourth night, Wagnaika, the bird with the flaming red spot on his head, appeared to him, saying, "Watch me!" The bird turned into man, doing this and that, always saying, "Watch me!" And in his vision the young man watched—very carefully.

When he awoke he found a cedar tree. He broke off a branch, and working many hours hollowed it out delicately with a bow-string drill, just as he had seen Wagnaika do it in his vision. He whistled the branch into a shape of a bird with a long neck and an open beak. He painted the top of the bird's head red with yashagha, the sacred vermilion color. He prayed. He smoked the branch with incense of burning sage and sweet grass. He fingered the holes as he had watched it done in his dream, all the while blowing softly into the end of his flute. Because this is what he had made—the first flute, the very first Siotanka. And all at once there was the song, ghostlike and beautiful beyond words, and all the people were astounded and joyful. (Eddoes 1976:6-8).

Other origin myths have also been documented. According to Mandan legend the fluteoilet was created by the Old Woman Who Never Dies by taking a long section of a large sunflower stalk, hollowing out its length, and cutting seven holes into its side. Each of the seven holes represented one month of winter and upon playing the instrument, snow would fall. (Cemore 1923:30-34).

To conclude this chapter on the courting flute, an interesting and informative summary is provided by Bolo Cezad, a Kiowa Indian
who was recorded by Willard Rhodes in the late 1940s. On this recording, Cozad prefaces his performance of a Kiowa melody (14; see transcription p.62) with a short personal biography and his version of the "story" of the Kiowa flute. The passage which follows is of particular interest for the first-hand information it contains about the source of his flute music, its value and importance.

I'm a Kiowa tribe; my daddy he's the chief of the Apache Indian. He's the first one who went to Washington city to see the Uncle Sam. A lot of Kiowas went with him, and they all died out. I'm the only one living—oldest one living today. I'm seventy-seven years old now. I'm pretty old. And I like to give you some kind of news about this music—music I got, you know. If you'd like it I'll go and fetch it up for you, sing for you and you could have that long as you live. And remember me and tell all your friends that you saw me right here at this Riverside Indian School. I like to play music for you and put good songs that I know—I made it myself, good songs . . . for you and keep it as long as you live. I got this music from way back in Montana. One of a . . . poor boy, he's got no home and he went up on the mountain and stayed four nights there and he learned this music. He got it from some kind of spirit, he give it to him, show him to make it this way and to make it good music. And keep it as long as you live and you make it your good living because these trees . . . good trees, called cedar tree . . . It's a great tree, you know. And that's where he got this . . . From now on he's got this music and he's coming to well-off. He's got well-off women and good home . . . raised children . . . I'm going to play it for you so I want you to hear good.

(From Folk Music of the U.S. from the Archive of Folk Song, S.I, b.10).

Clearly, the value and importance of music is foremost in the speaker's mind. He offers to play his music for his audience so that they may have it as long as they live. Power is attributed to good music and he makes a direct connection between it and economic success: "from
now on he's got this music and he's coming to well-off."

The story of his music's source substantiates the claim that, among Plains Indians, flute music is often received in a vision: "he went up on the mountain and stayed four nights there and he learned this music. He got it from some kind of spirit, he give it to him, show him to make it this way and to make it good music."

Towards the end of his story, the speaker expresses his sense of a connection between the cedar tree, from which the flute is made, and a successful life: "you make it your good living because these trees . . . good trees, called cedar tree . . ." This statement suggests that, to the Indian mind, the combination of the cedar tree, symbol of the powerful force of Nature, and music, which derives from supernatural sources and is also imbued with power, guarantees the success of any person who possesses flute music.

The speaker does not identify the song he plays nor does he describe the courtship function of flute music. However, this piece is very similar to the Kiowa flageolet melody (16) which appears on Side II of American Indian Soundchief Recording 248 under the title, "Kiowa Indian Love Call."
Notes

1. Also known as Chippewa.

2. That flutes generally were known to the Indians of the Southwest in the prehistoric period has been verified by several excavations. Both a painted pottery plate from the Hohokam civilization ca. 600 A.D. found at Snaketown, Arizona (Collins 1968:48-49) and a pictograph ca. 700-900 A.D. in the Nogoe Canyon in northeast Arizona (Brown 1967:83) portray stylized flute-players blowing long, end-blow flutes. Another archeological find in the Prayer Rock Valley, northeast Arizona has proven the existence of open, end-blow flutes in the area ca. 620-670 A.D. (Bakkegard & Morris 1961:184-186).

3. This account of the method of construction is unique. As described earlier, all other sources indicate that the wood was split lengthwise and hollowed out to form a cylindrical bore. It is hard to imagine a bow-drill being able to make as large and as long a bore as is required.
Chapter 2  Instrumental Love Songs

Among all the recordings of American Indian music that have been published, only a small proportion is of flute songs. This is not to suggest, however, that the genre has been overlooked or neglected but rather that few flute melodies exist. As Nettl points out, "a typical tribal repertory may consist of several hundred vocal songs and a dozen flute melodies." (Nettl 1954:7) Although Nettl does not name the tribes upon whose music he bases this statement, it has been shown in the case of the Flathead Indians (Marriam 1967) to be a fairly accurate estimate.

For this study, nineteen recorded examples of flute melodies from the Plains-Plateau-Southwest area were available and these have been transcribed to permit detailed comparison. Most of these recordings have been issued by Ethnic Folkways and the Library of Congress.

From the list which follows, it can be seen that flute music from the Central Plains has the best representation, while melodies from groups on the periphery of the Plains area, for example, the Chippewa and the Apache, are few. No recordings of flute music from the extreme Northeast (Iroquois) or Southeast (Alabama, Yuchi, etc.) were found.
Although this list may reflect an imbalance in available recordings, the predominance of Plains melodies is not unexpected since the practice of serenading with the flute appears to have been strongest in the Central Plains and references in the literature to this tradition are more numerous than for any other area.

In order to discuss regional differences, the flute melodies will be divided according to musical areas. It should be remembered, however, that in dealing with music that is played on an instrument of fairly uniform design in all regions except the Southwest, it is to be expected that features such as range and tone system will conform to a standard pattern. Others such as performance style and
ornamentation may be more variable but, nevertheless, will reflect an instrumental idiom.

2.1 Western Great Lakes/Plains

The Western Great Lakes area, in which the Chippewa, Winnebago, Maskwaki, and Menominee are located, lies on the edges of both the Eastern Woodlands and the extreme northeastern Plains. Both Roberts (1936:35) and Nettl (1954:24-25) place this region within the Plains musical style.

Of the nine flute melodies which have been studied for this area, all but the Chippewa piece present a remarkably homogeneous pattern. The range of all the pieces lies between 12 and 14 semitones; i.e., a semitone below and above the full octave. Scales are most often pentatonic (anhezonotic) \( (1,4,7,10,12) \) and hexatonic \( (5,5,5,5,5) \). One Menominee piece (2) is built on only four tones; while the Chippewa is based on seven tones without the octave repetition. Both range and scale are consistent with the types of melodies that can be produced from the six-holed flageolet common to this area. The range, however, is smaller than would normally be found in the vocal music. According to Nettl's survey, "the range of most of the Chippewa and Menomini songs is very large; the average is the largest in North America. Of the Chippewa songs, only 9 per cent have a range smaller than an octave and 36 per cent greater than a perfect eleventh. The Menomini ranges are only slightly smaller." (Nettl 1954:23)
A consideration of melodic movement reveals another major difference between the instrumental and vocal music of the area. In this eastern sub-section of the Plaines, melodic movement is almost exclusively of the 'terrace' type (Nettl 1954:25), to which none of the examples of flute music conforms. In contrast, all pieces (excluding the Chippewa) show an initial leap of an octave to the highest tone and a gradual descent, occasionally only halfway, but most often through the full octave to the base tone. Instead of returning to a point midway in the melodic line, as would occur in the 'terrace' pattern, almost all subsequent phrases return to this same high note and repeat the descent. Again the reason for the difference between instrumental style and the typical vocal style may lie with the instrument itself. Naturally if the instrument affords a range of only one octave, instead of the one-and-a-half or sometimes two of the vocal range, the descending line would be greatly limited by repetitions starting at consecutively lower points. The Chippewa melody, anomalous in other respects as well, has an undulating contour which is more typical of the Eastern Woodlands style.

The intervals used in these melodies reflect an instrumental style. A typical beginning consists of an octave rise (the Chippewa piece begins with the interval of a perfect fifth) followed by large intervals of fourths and fifths. The latter parts of phrases have somewhat less movement and generally show a step-wise descent. (For example, see Fig. 1)
The frequent use of wide intervallic leaps in combination with long-held tones at phrase-ends produces a quality of "spaciousness" (Herzog 1953:29), which is typical of both instrumental and vocal love songs. Again, the Chippewa melody is atypical in that the melodic line is smooth, with step-wise movement predominating. Major seconds and minor thirds are common.

The rhythm of these flute melodies is very free. Combined with irregular melodic lines often containing wide intervals, a free rhythm gives this music a rhapsodic quality. The tempo is relatively slow (M.M. = 72–88); however, in the case of the Maskwaki melody, the extensive use of ornamental trilling gives the impression of a faster tempo.

In contrast to these melodies with a free rhythm and lack of consistent meter, the Chippewa piece has a regular rhythm and underlying triple
meter. It uses only two rhythmic figures, \( \text{\textbullet} \) and \( \text{\textbullet} \), a feature which is not seen in the other pieces. In her work, Denamore has suggested that songs with a regular rhythm tend to be more modern and, to reinforce her statement, relates the following incident:

In recording a Chippewa song from an old Indian the writer found the rhythm peculiar, with frequent changes of measure lengths; later the same song was recorded by a young man, said to be an excellent singer. On comparing the phonographic records it was found that the younger singer had slightly changed the rhythm so as to avoid the irregularity in the measure lengths. The song had lost its native character and also its musical interest. (Denamore 1918:59)

If one considers the Chippewa melody to be a more modern piece, then not only the rhythm but other dissimilarities can be explained. Either it is a new piece, strongly affected by European musical style, or it is an older melody whose 'native character' has been gradually lost until it now resembles a European folk melody.

In the more typical melodies (2,3,4,5,6,7), the "rubato" tempo is in part aided by a wide distribution of durational values. All pieces except the Chippewa contain note-values from a sixteenth, or even thirty-second, to very long-held notes used at phrase-endings. Characteristic of neither Plains nor Eastern Woodlands musical style, this feature can be considered as idiomatic of the flute.

Flute melodies from the Western Great Lakes area exhibit a definite binary structure (2,3,4,5,6,7). For example, the Meskwaki melody (7) which is fairly long and made up of many repeated phrases (iterative) has an exact repetition of material: ABBA'B'B' / ABBA'B'B'. Other
forms are more progressive (i.e., contain new material in each phrase), as ABC / A'B'C (4) or ABC / DB'BC (6), but still show a division into two equal parts. Major sections of a piece are very clearly marked off by long-held notes, invariably the base tone or 'tonic.' These notes, which are one of the most characteristic features of flute music, function as short introductions, mark the ends of phrases and of major sections, and provide coda-like endings. In all instances this tone is the tonic or base tone. Other tones which are secondary to the base tone but still very prominent are the fourth, fifth, and octave above this note. An example of this weighting can be seen in the tone system of Winnebago melody (4).

![Fig. 3 Winnebago flageolet melody (4)](image)

Finally, there are a number of other features which, together with the above, create an idiomatic flute style. The most characteristic
of these is the intense vibrato with which the tonic of the melody is played. This apparently is essential to a good flute technique.

According to Fletcher (1911:271-272):

To be acceptable, a flute must give forth a full, vibrating tone when blown with all the six holes closed. It was interesting to watch men, old and young, take up a flute to test it; they would readjust the stop piece, bound to the top over the opening and usually carved, and if after several trials the instrument could not be made to give this vibratory tone the flute would be laid aside and no words would avail to make the man take it up and play a tune on it.

Although speaking here of the Omaha tribe, the same prominence of a full vibrato on the tonic is seen in the flute music of the Western Great Lakes area.

In this sampling, two of the pieces (4,5) are played on flutes made from metal gun barrels. Both are able to produce a vibrato on their lowest tones, but in their higher range they are somewhat shriller. In addition, their base tones are slightly higher than those of the wooden flutes (i.e., b’ and c’’ instead of g’ and a’).

Because the base tone is played with such intensity, the octave above is often heard, either as an overtone or as a quick grace note. This appears to be a cultivated effect, rather than accidental, since all pieces with the exception of the Chippewa contain many examples of it. Other grace notes within the melodic line are common (4,5) as are downward glissandi, or falling releases (2,4,5,6), rising releases (2,3) and trilling (7). All of these ornamental devices occur to some extent in all pieces (again, except the Chippewa).
2.2 Central Plains

Twelve melodies from the Sioux, Kiowa, and Omaha provide the material for studying the flute music of the Central Plains. As in the preceding group of melodies from the Western Great Lakes, the music is generally consistent within itself; i.e., many features are common to all pieces, with the exception of the two Sioux examples (8, 9). Through the following discussion it will become evident that the Sioux melodies should probably be considered, like the Chippewa melody, as newer pieces strongly influenced by European musical style.

Whether traditional or modern, all the melodies are within the range of 13 to 15 semitones; i.e., an octave to a major ninth. Flutes on the Central Plains almost always had six finger-holes, although the Sioux also made instruments with only five stops. While capable of a slightly fuller scale, the majority of flute melodies are pentatonic (8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16). One Kiowa piece (15) is hexatonic, and the remaining Sioux melody (9) is tetratonic. This predominance of the pentatonic scale conforms with Nettl's findings for vocal music in the central and southern Plains (Nettl 1954:27629).

One peculiarity of scale was noted for a set of three Omaha melodies (10, 11, 12) which are all played by the same performer on the same instrument. In this music the base tone is g', while the only tone consistently heard as its octave is g'''. This is the only
occurrence in all of the flute melodies of an augmented octave. Since, on these instruments, the upper octave is reached by overblowing which has a natural tendency towards sharpening, the augmented octave is probably only a result of this. If, in fact, the $g''$ were to have its own stop, this would be a very rare example of a tuning in semitones of the flageolet's lower range.

In common with flute music of the Western Great Lakes, that of the Central Plains also fails to show a 'terrace-type' of melodic movement. This presents a significant departure from Plains vocal style, where melodic contours are almost entirely of this type. Three Plains flute melodies have the same kind of melodic pattern as seen in the Western Great Lakes area; i.e., an initial rise of an octave to the highest tone followed by a gradual descent to the tonic (12, 15, 21). Kiowa melody no. 15 exhibits a tightly constructed version of this general contour. It has some resemblance to the 'terrace-type' movement but does not adhere strictly to its pattern. After the initial rise to its highest tone, the melody descends through a perfect fifth, returns, and repeats this first phrase. After reaching the halfway point a second time, the melody continues its descent to the base tone. This half also is repeated, thereby completing the symmetry. Shown diagrammatically, the melodic contour would be:

![Diagram of melodic contour of Kiowa flageolet melody (15)]
The majority of the flute pieces, however, have a simple arch-form (8,10), a combination of arch-form and straight descent (13,14,16,F2,F3), or an undulating (9,11) melodic contour. In the combined form, the melody begins fairly low on its scale and gradually rises until the highest tone is reached approximately midway in the piece. Once the highest point is reached, the melody gradually descends through the full octave to the base tone.

Two general patterns for the use of intervals in Plains music emerge. Half of the melodies (8,11,13,16,F2,F3) consistently use small intervals of seconds and thirds, a feature which coincides with the general trend of Plains vocal music (Nettl 1954:29). The other half (9,10,12,14,15,F1) makes use of wide leaps of octaves, fourths, and fifths, and represents a more idiomatic flute style. Of these, Nos. 9,12,14,15, and F1 show similarity to the typical Western Great Lakes melodic movement: i.e., large intervals occur in the early parts of phrases, while the latter parts have somewhat less movement and show a step-wise descent. In general, a descending melodic line will contain wider intervals of fourths and fifths, while an arch-form or undulating line will have a predominantly step-wise movement.

The rhythm of Plains flute melodies, in contrast to those of the Western Great Lakes, is more restrained and regular. Several rhythmic figures recur, giving these pieces a rhythmic unity which was not
apparent in the Western Great Lakes music. For example, the figures \[\text{\textbullet} \hspace{1cm} \text{\textbullet} \] and \[\text{\textbullet} \hspace{1cm} \text{\textbullet} \] are prominent in three Omaha pieces (11,13,F2), while \[\text{\textbullet} \hspace{1cm} \text{\textbullet} \] or its variants \[\text{\textbullet} \hspace{1cm} \text{\textbullet} \] and \[\text{\textbullet} \hspace{1cm} \text{\textbullet} \] are seen in pieces from all three groups, the Omaha (12), Kiowa (15), and Sioux (9).

The rhythms of nos. 10,14, and 16 remain free and 'rhapsodic' and, in this respect, are similar to Western Great Lakes music. The two Sioux melodies (8,9) with regular triple and duple meters respectively, are anomalous to this group of Plains melodies but are very similar to the Chipewa piece discussed earlier. Their extreme rhythmic regularity would suggest that, in this case as well, the melodies have been modified by European musical influence.

In summary, Plains flute music presents a wide range of rhythmic possibilities from very free (14,16) to strictly metrical (8,9). In his study, Nettl found the rhythm of Plains vocal music similarly complex: (Nettl 1954:29).

As expected, the distribution of durational values is wide in those melodies which are rhythmically free. Those with recurring rhythmic figures (9,11,12,13,15,F2) show less of a distribution, while the completely regular melodies (8,9) are restricted to only two or three note values. The tempo of all these flute melodies is generally 'andante,' (M.M. \( \frac{1}{4} \) = 80-92)

Like Western Great Lakes flute music, the majority of Plains melodies have a binary structure (8,9,11,13,15,16) which is clearly demarcated by long-held tonic notes. Again, this pulsating base note
also functions as an introduction, which can sometimes be rather prolonged as in Kiowa melodies 14 and 16. It also signals the end of a piece in all cases except the two Sioux melodies (8,9) where an unusual coda consisting of two overblown notes not found in the body of the piece is heard.

![Figure 5: Sioux flageolet melody (9)](image)

These codas can probably be considered as a characteristic manner of closing for Sioux love songs. Sung versions of this type of ending occur in several of the vocal love songs and will be discussed more fully in the following chapter.

Internally, the structure of Plains flute melodies is most often reverting (8,10,13,14,16) and only occasionally progressive (9,11) or iterative (12,15). This breakdown agrees with Nettl's findings for vocal music of the southern Plains where "reverting forms consisting of a number of short sections... account for almost half of the songs," (Nettl 1954:28). Elsewhere on the Plains, however, the most common form is an incomplete repetition which is not seen in these flute melodies.

As in Western Great Lakes flute music, the tonic of a piece is always the lowest tone and is also the most prominent by virtue of
its position at the beginnings and endings of phrases and usually at phrase endings as well. The only exception to this is seen in Sioux melody no. 8. Here the fifth below the tonic is the most prominent. A review of the tone systems of these melodies, which give the relative weighting of each tone in a given scale, shows that the fourth, fifth, and octave above the base tone are also structurally important.

No additional ornamental devices are seen in Plains flute music that were not used in the Western Great Lakes area, although the style of playing in the Omaha melodies is relatively more staccato. Omaha melody no. 13 is also remarkable for the heavy ornamentation centring around the long-held tonic notes. In addition to the usual overblown octave grace notes, rather elaborate turns precede these notes in several places.

Fig. 6 Omaha flageolet melody (13)

2.3 Plateau

It has been hypothesized that the flageolet originated in Mexico and subsequently spread northward (Galpin 1902:03:135; Sachs 1929:214; Roberts 1936:20825). Roberts pictures the diffusion of Mexican
influences into the continental U.S.A. as having fanned out somewhat
in the shape of a mushroom – strongest in the central corridor of the
southern and central Plains and less prominent in regions to the north,
west, and northeast. Therefore, in moving away from the central
Plains and into the Plateau area it is not unexpected to find few
references to the courting flute and even fewer examples of its music.
Only four examples of flageolet melodies are available for study:
three from the Flathead and one from the Nez Perce Indians.7 Within
this small sampling, however, the melodies are similar in several
respects.

The range of these melodies varies from 12 semitones (C1) to
15 semitones (C17). All of the Flathead melodies are based on pentatonic
scales (anthemonic), while the Nez Perce melody is heptatonic
(d′ e′, f♯′, g♯′, a′, b′, c♯′). Curtis’ description of the Nez Perce
instrument as a seven-holed flute made from an elderberry stalk
(Curtis, Vol. 8, 1911:158) is consistent with Merriam’s; however,
Merriam found that the seventh hole, placed at the lower end of the
flageolet was never stopped (Merriam 1967:50). To produce the hepta-
tonic scale of this Nez Perce melody, either the seventh hole of the
instrument was placed closer to the usual bank of finger-holes and
was covered, or the c♯'' was produced with all the finger-holes open.

In melodic movement the four Plateau pieces are quite divergent.
Only one (C17) shows the strongly descending pattern typical of Plains
and Western Great Lakes melodies. The remaining three have an undulating movement (M1, C1) or are arch-form (18). The intervals used in all four melodies are small. Step-wise movement predominates, with some use of falling thirds (18, C1) and fourths (17, M1). These usually occur at phrase-endings.

The pieces are all played with a free rhythm and the distribution of durational values is fairly wide in all except No. 17. This Flathead piece presents a pattern of greater rhythmic stability than the others through its use of only three durational values, and notes of the same duration often follow consecutively.

![Fig. 7 Flathead flagrolet melody (17)](image)

Phrase patterns tend to show incomplete repetition and are non-symmetrical (No. 18: ABA / AA' ; C1: A8 / B ; and M1: ABB). Only no. 17 is binary and iterative (AA' / AA'). In these melodies, unlike the majority of Plains and Western Great Lakes pieces, there is no long-held base note to provide a distinct introduction, mid-section, or ending. No. 17 approaches this form somewhat with held notes at phrase endings but these are not on the tonic. In fact, in all pieces except M1 the tonic does not have greatest prominence,
which is a major difference between flute music from the Plateau area and that of the Plains and Western Great Lakes.

The performance style of flageolet music in the Plateau area is generally rather subdued in comparison to that of the Plains. For example, neither long-held notes played with an intense vibrato nor overblown octave grace notes are heard. Some rising releases (18) and falling glissandi (M1) occur at phrase endings, and grace notes, typical of the instrumental style, are common (17,18,M1). Two of the Flathead melodies are played on flageolets made of nickel tubing. These instruments produce a tone which is thin and light but without shrillness. Only the Nez Perce melody has the full tone and spacious quality typical of Plains flute music.

2.4 Southwest

In the Southwest, the Apache appears to be the only group to use the courting flute, and this area was found to have very little flute music. The only example of Apache flute music available for this study is taken from the recording, Music of the Pueblos, Apache and Navaho, made by McAllester and Brown in 1961. At that time the collectors found that "among the Apaches almost nobody plays the flute today." (McAllester 1960:472).
The instrument made by the Apache is a whistle flute of river cane and has only three finger-holes. The range of this melody is limited to eight semitones (a perfect fifth) and its scale is tetratonic (d" , f" , g" , a" ). The melodic movement of each short phrase is in arch-shaped contours and gives the piece an overall undulating effect similar to that seen in the Flathead melodies. This feature conforms to Nettl’s finding for vocal music of the Apache in which the melodic movement also tends to be in arc-shaped contours (Nettl 1954 :22). Intervals are small and step-wise movement predominates. There is some use of falling thirds; again, a similarity with Flathead melodies.

The rhythm of this melody is free and the tempo fairly slow (M.M. \( \frac{3}{8} \) = 69). Only three durational values are used consistently: \( \frac{3}{8}, \frac{1}{8}, \frac{1}{4} \), a feature in common with the vocal music of the Apache which uses few (usually only two) durational values (Nettl 1954 :22). Structurally the piece is very simple: a repetition of three short phrases giving an AA'A'A' form. Although there is no base note introduction, each major section is ended with a long-held tonic note. The third and fifth above the tonic are featured prominently, a trait which is typical of the vocal music as well.

The degree of ornamentation in this piece is remarkable, and each melodic repetition is varied in this manner. Because the Apache flute is made from river cane it does not afford the fuller, more
vibrant tone of the wooden flageolet. There is, however, a light vibrato on the base note but typically the instrument is played "with a breathy quavering technique." (McAllester 1961:11).

2.5 Summary of Characteristics of Instrumental Love Songs

In summarizing the preceding discussion of twenty-six flageolet melodies, certain characteristics recur that can be considered features of an instrumental style while others show a similarity to the typical vocal style of a given area.

The range of these melodies is, of course, dependent upon the instrument to a certain degree. Twelve to fifteen semitones is the average range; somewhat less than vocal music of the Western Great Lakes but about the same as for the Plains. A great difference is seen in the flute music of the Southwest where the Apache flute produces melodies of only half an octave's range while the vocal music of the area often covers one and a half octaves.

Scales are most often pentatonic. This feature coincides with the general trend of vocal music in all areas discussed. Tetartonic and hexatonic scales occur less frequently and heptatonic scales are rare.

In Western Great Lakes flageolet music, a melodic pattern of repeated descent from the highest note of the piece emerges as the most important type. Plains instrumental music modifies this feature somewhat by alternating straight descent with arch-form phrases. Arch-form and undulating contours are also frequent in flute music of the Plains.
Plateau, and Southwest areas. Only vocal music of the Southwest has
a majority of songs in arch-form. In contrast to these various
melodic contours, the melodic line of vocal music from the Western
Great Lakes and Plains is almost always of the 'terrace-type.'

An instrumental style is evident in the use of intervals and
the many wide leaps of octaves, fourths and fifths that are idiomatic
to flageolet melodies. A typical intervallic pattern is seen in
Western Great Lakes and Plains music. Phrases begin with numerous
large intervals and then towards phrase-endings become more restricted
in movement and show a step-wise descent. Half of the Plains and all
of the Plateau and Southwest melodies use small intervals of seconds
and thirds, a feature which is typical of vocal music of the Plains
and Plateau areas.

A very free rhythm characterizes flageolet music. Combined with
a wide distribution of durational values, this unmetered rhythm creates
a spacious and rhapsodic quality typical of instrumental love songs.
In the few melodies (Plains) where the distribution of note values
is not as wide, rhythmic figures recur to give unity to the music. A
slow to andante tempo (M.M. \( \frac{3}{4} \) = 72-92) is common to all flageolet
pieces and is also a characteristic feature of the instrumental style.

Despite the improvisatory and rhapsodic impression created by a
very free rhythm, large intervallic leaps, and a wide distribution
of durational values, flageolet pieces always have a tightly constructed
form. Music of the Western Great Lakes and Plains is most often binary in overall structure, with reverting forms most common internally. The iterative form is less frequent and progressive structures, least common. The reverting and iterative forms tend to compensate for the free rhythms by creating a structural unity through repetition. A distinctive feature of flageolet music is its use of the long-held tonic note as a structural divider. In Western Great Lakes and Plains music this tone almost always functions as an introduction and ending, and quite often clearly demarcates mid-sections and section endings. This, however, is not a feature of Plateau and Southwest flageolet music. Tones which are a fourth, fifth and octave above the base tone are also structurally important.

Finally, there are a number of ornamental features which together create an idiomatic flute style. The most characteristic of these is the intense vibrato with which the tonic of the melody is played. Grace notes, an octave above the tonic and created by overblowing, are a typical feature and appear to be a cultivated effect. Grace notes within the melodic line, turns, mordents, and trills are commonly used, as are downward glissandi and rising releases at phrase endings.
Notes

1. In addition to this music, a Nez Perce flageolet melody published in Curtis, Edward S., The North American Indian, vol. 8, p. 50; one additional Flathead melody from Merrima, Alan P., Ethnomusicology of the Flathead Indians, p. 182; two Menominee melodies from Densmore, Frances, Menominee Music, pp. 208-209; and three Omaha pieces, two from Fletcher, Alice C., A Study of Omaha Indian Music, p. 151, and one from Fletcher, The Omaha Tribe, p. 319, were also examined.

2. A complete list of recordings used appears on pp. 154-155.

3. The melodies under discussion will be referred to by number. The two Densmore examples (Menominee) are designated D1 and D2. Transcriptions are given on pp. 45-72.

4. In discussing melodic line and contour, some generalizations are made for the sake of clarity. For example, if a phrase is said to descend from highest to lowest tone it sometimes does not do this directly as \( \text{A} \rightarrow \text{B} \), but rather with some undulation, \( \text{A} \xrightarrow{\text{undulation}} \text{B} \). The general movement, however, is strongly downward.

5. Three of these melodies, designated F1, F2, and F3, are Omaha flageolet pieces taken from Fletcher, The Omaha Tribe, p. 319, and Fletcher, A Study of Omaha Indian Music, p. 151. See transcriptions, pp. 65-67.
Reverting: restatement of earlier material; progressive: no material repeated; iterative: repetition of material immediately preceding. (From Nettl, *North American Indian Musical Styles*, p. 6).

Two Flathead melodies (17, 18) have been transcribed from Alan L. Merriam's recording, *Songs and Dances of the Flathead Indians*; the third piece (M1) appears on p. 182 of his *Ethnomusicology of the Flathead Indians*; and C1 is a Nez Perce melody taken from Curtis. The *North American Indian*, vol. 8, p. 50.
Transcriptions
Signs used in the Transcriptions

Transcribing Indian melodies in ordinary musical notation is somewhat like forcing a square peg into a round hole; it can be accomplished by dint of sufficient exertion, but the original form will have suffered. The vital part of these melodies can be expressed in our notation, but many a delicate nuance of wild and wayward beauty will have disappeared. (Henry F. Gilbert, "Note on the Indian Music," in Edward S. Curtis, The North American Indian, Vol. 6 (Cambridge: University Press, 1911), p. 166.)

\[ \uparrow \] above a note: approximately a quarter-tone higher than noted
\[ \downarrow \] above a note: approximately a quarter-tone lower than noted
\[ \{ \] tone of non-musical quality: call, yell
\[ \} \] also indicates drum-beats with the stem giving the time-value
\[ \times \] grace note
\[ \\] pulsations on a longer tone, without breaking the tone
\[ \circ \] octave overtone
\[ / \] glissando between notes; also falling release
\[ \// \] rising attack; rising release
\[ \circ \] above a note: slightly shorter than noted
\[ \o \] above a note: slightly longer than noted
\[ \diamond \] accent
\[ \) \] brief pause for breath
\[ A, B \] larger sections of a song
\[ A, A' \] section and variation of original
\( \Lambda, A^4 \) same section transposed up a fourth
\( \Lambda, A_3 \) same section transposed down a third
\( \Lambda \) section which is incomplete at the beginning; second half of \( \Lambda \)
\( \Lambda \) section which is incomplete at the end; first half of \( \Lambda \)
* base note or 'tonic': beneath each transcription, the weighted
tone system of the melody is given.
1. Chippewa Flageolet melody

A2 RANCO

Transcribed from War Whoops and Medicine Songs, S.II, 5.13.

*Melody No. 14 en accompanying tape.*
2. Menominee flageolet melody

AS PLAYED

Transient from Folk Music in America. Vol. II: Songs of Love, Courtship and Marriage, 5.1, b.3.
Performer: John Okusse
3. Menominee flageolet melody

AS PLAYED

MM \( \frac{j}{4} = 72 \)

Performer: John Okimase
4. Winnebago flagcolet melody

As played

Transcribed from War Whoops and Medicine Songs, S.l, b.10.
5. Winnebago flageolet melody

As played

Transcribed from War Whoops and Medicine Songs, S.I, p.12.
6. Winnebago flageolet melody

Transcribed from War Whoops and Medicine Songs, S.I., b.11.

Melody No. 1 on accompanying tape.
7. Moskowki flageolet melody

AS PLAYED

\[ j = 80-84 \]

[Music notation image]
7. Maxkwaki (cont'd)

Transcribed from Songs and Dances of Great Lakes Indians, S.I., b.1(5).

Melody No. 2 on accompanying tape.

Sioux flageolet melody

AS PLAYED

Transcribed from Music of the World's Peoples, S.II, b.5.
Performer: Jean Coloff.

Melody No. 16 on accompanying tape.
9. Sioux flageolet melody

As played

$\frac{1}{2}$ = 138
Transcribed from *Folk Music of the U.S. from the Archive of Folk*  
*Song: Sioux, S.I., b.7. Performer: John Celoff.*  
*Melody Nos. 3 & 18 on accompanying tape.*
10. Omaha flagelot melody

As played

Mm. J = 107

Transcribed from Canyon Record 78: ARP 601, Side A.
Performer: George Stabler.
11. Omaha flageolet melody

Transcribed from Canyon Record 78: ARF 601, Side A.
Performer: George Stabler.
12. Omaha flageolet melody

As played

MM: 80

Transcribed from Canyon Record 78: ARP 601, Side A.
Performer: George Stabler.
13. Omaha flageolet melody

As played

mm. \( j = 42 \)
13. Omahe (cont'd)

Transcribed from Indian Flute Songs from Comanche Land, 8-track tape.
Performer: Doc Tate Navaquaya.
14. Kiowa flageolet melody

AS PLAYED

MM \( d = 76 \)

15. Known flageolet melody

As played

Transcribed from *Folk Music of the U.S. from the Archive of Folk*  
Song: Plains, 5.11, b.1. Performer: Bolo Cozad.

Melody No. 20 on accompanying tape.
16. Kiowa flageolet melody

AS PLAYED

RUBATO

Transcribed from American Indian Soundchief Recording 248, S.II.
Performer: Everett Cozad.

Melody No. 4 on accompanying tape.
Fl Omaha flageolet melody.

Published in Fletcher, Alice C. A Study of Omaha Indian Music, p. 131.
F2 Omaha flag-olet melody

Published in Fletcher, Alice C. The Omaha Tribe, p. 319.
F3 Omaha flageolet melody

Published in Fletcher, Alice C. *A Study of Omaha Indian Music*, p. 151.
17. Flathead flageolet melody

AS PLAYED

Transcribed from *Songs and Dances of the Flathead Indians*, S.I, b.5.

Also published in Herrien, Alan P., *Ethnomusicology of the Flathead Indians*, p. 182 (Song 6).

Melody No. 5 on accompanying tape.
18. Flathead flageolet melody

Transcribed from Songs and Dances of the Flathead Indians, S.I., b. 5.

Also published in Merriam, Alan P. Ethnomusicology of the Flathead Indians, p. 181 (Song 5).
Flathead flageolet melody

Played 5th higher
Rubato

Published in Merrim, Alan P. Ethnomusicology of the Flathead Indians, p. 182 (Song 7).
61 Nez Perce flag color melody

Published in Curtis, Edward S. *The North American Indian*, vol. 8, p. 50.
19. Apache flageolet melody

As played

Transcribed from *Music of the Pueblos, Apache and Navaho*, S.II, b.5.

Melody No. 6 on accompanying tape.
Chapter 3  Vocal Love Songs

Before proceeding to a discussion of their musical aspects, it is necessary to try to define love songs in terms of American Indian culture for it is insufficient and, as will be shown, incorrect to assume that an Indian love song carried sentiments similar to those of a love song in European culture.

There is conflicting evidence as to whether love songs associated with courtship even existed in American Indian society before European contact. On the one hand, Fletcher (1911:319) maintains that the Iroquois did not have love songs prior to this period and that they were considered acceptable forms of expression. In contrast, Densmore quotes Indian informants who claimed that love songs were not sung in the old days (1926:85). At that time songs concerning marriage were most likely to be closely associated with war, as the following two texts from the Sioux illustrate:

You may go on the warpath. When you return I will marry you.

As the young men go by I was looking for him. It surprises me anew that he has gone. (It is) something to which I cannot be reconciled. (Densmore 1910:371-372)

Others, which are commonly termed 'love songs,' express loneliness for a close family member or sentiments of sadness and mourning for a child,
wife, or husband who has died. Some of these are extremely touching in their simplicity. The following is the text of a song from the Tlingit in which an old man who is dying addresses his young wife:

Shake hands. I want to hold your hand before I die. I'm going to be sorry about you when I die. (de Laguna 1972:1295)

Closer to the notion of a love song in Western society are the "songs of affection" which might be sung by persons who had been married for many years. Among the Pawnee, for example, these were considered expressive of "honourable" sentiments and a clear distinction was made between this type of song and the "modern" love song which later developed in Indian society as a result of European influences. The Pawnee associated the singing of courting songs with a lower class of people who lived near towns, worked for Europeans, and drank whisky. (Densmore 1929b:96). As one Pawnee writer has rather strongly stated: "... charms, songs, etc., to lure women were furnished by sexual perverts who lived somewhat apart and were in social disrepute." (Hurie 1914:640). It is quite probable that love songs were also viewed negatively by older people because they underscored the erosion of traditional parental authority in matters of marriage.

Despite this rather negative status of love songs, Densmore acknowledges that they were very prevalent on reservations in the early decades of this century (1929:87) and that among the Chippewa they were a favourite form of musical expression (Densmore 1951:16). A brief glance at the number of love songs that are included in her volumes on Chippewa music confirms this.
Even in those songs which can be termed modern courting songs, texts did not often refer directly to another person expressing sentiments of affection. Rather, they tended to be songs of sadness, loneliness, or disappointment that were sung by oneself. Mention of weeping only occurs in love songs and is often associated with intoxication (Densmore 1932:210). The following song texts from the Chippewa are illustrative of the general tone of love songs:

To a very distant land he is going, my lover, soon he will come again (Densmore 1913:301).

And still I have lost my sweetheart (Densmore 1913:260).

I go around weeping for my love (free translation) (Densmore 1913:220-221).

Although he said it, still I am filled with longing when I think of him (Densmore 1910:154).

Other songs are more light-hearted and have a touch of humour. Of the following song, Densmore (1910:151) has written that "in the old times an Indian maid would lie face down on the prairie for hours at a time singing this song."

Why should I, even I be jealous because of that bad boy?

From the Menominee comes the following "taunting" song:

You had better go home, your mother loves you so much.
(Densmore 1932:210)

To conclude this discussion of song texts, one final example of a love song, exhibiting a finely developed sense of poetic expression, is quoted:

A icon I thought it was,
But it was my love's splashing car.
To Sault Ste. Marie he has departed,
My love has gone on before me,
Never again can I see him. (Densmore 1910:150-151)
Vocal love songs, like Ghost Dance and Peyote songs, have been considered a separate genre by a number of writers. As a special song type, love songs have characteristics which are unique to them and are not seen in other vocal music of a given area. How this song type may have evolved and a description of its features is the topic of this chapter.

Vocal love songs are generally found in the same geographical location as flageolet melodies and, as Herzog points out, this suggests a close connection between the instrument and the song type (1935:27). In all probability vocal love songs derived from flageolet melodies. Quoting a native informant, Densmore (1932:208) writes: "Long ago there was a kind of singing which had no words and was in imitation of the flute. This was intended as a love song and it was different from any other kind of singing." It has been found that the Winnebago (Herzog 1935:27; Densmore 1930:658), Dakota (Herzog 1925:28), and Pawnee (Densmore 1930:658) also believed that love songs originated from flageolet melodies. If love songs are a result of a transfer from flageolet to voice, certain features of the instrumental melodies can be expected to recur in the vocal songs. Love songs will be discussed in this context and an attempt will be made to determine whether vocal love songs have greater similarity to their instrumental counterparts or to the typical vocal song style of a given musical area. For consistency and, it is hoped, clarity of organization,
vocal music will be discussed according to the same geographical groupings as were employed in the previous chapter on flageolet melodies.

3.1 Western Great Lakes/Plains

For the study of Western Great Lakes love songs, a sample of thirty-one melodies is available. All but one of these have been collected and transcribed by Frances Densmore and are published in Chippewa Music I and II (1910 & 1913) and in Menominee Music (1932); Bulletins 45, 53, and 102 from the Bureau of American Ethnology. The Chippewa music was recorded by Densmore in 1908 and 1910 at White Earth, Red Lake, and Wabac'ing in Minnesota and on the Lac du Flambeau Reservation in Wisconsin. In 1951 a long-playing recording, Songs of the Chippewa (L22), containing seven of these love songs was issued by the Library of Congress. These have been re-transcribed and are appended to this chapter as songs No. 20-26, pp. 112-121. Similarly, an album entitled Songs of the Menominee, Mandan and Hidatsa (L33, 1953) contains one Menominee love song and this has also been re-transcribed (No. 28, p. 123). Given a large body of material, no one piece will be discussed in detail, but since the purpose of this analysis is to distill the major characteristics of Western Great Lakes love songs, a large sampling should produce a fairly accurate picture.

The range of most Chippewa and Menominee love songs is 13 to 15 semitones (18 examples); however, another eight songs (or almost 26%
have very large ranges of one and a half to two octaves. Referring back to flageolet melodies, it was noted that the range of all the Western Great Lakes pieces lay between 12 and 14 semitones, while the average range for vocal music of this area was much larger. It would seem here that, in terms of range, vocal love songs have been influenced by both their instrumental counterparts and by the typical musical style of the area, but that the influence of flageolet melodies predominates.

Scales are primarily pentatonic (12 examples) and hexatonic (7 examples). This corresponds to the previous finding for flageolet melodies; whereas typical vocal music of the area is usually based on pentatonic or tetradic scales (Nettl 1954:25). Some scales of seven tones and four tones occur (six and five examples, respectively) and one love song using only three tones was found. In general, songs with pentatonic scales have an average range of one octave while those based on hexatonic and heptatonic scales have the largest ranges.

The melodic movement of vocal love songs in the Western Great Lakes area exhibits a fairly consistent pattern. In most songs, individual phrases have an undulating line but the tendency over the entire piece is one of gradual descent from highest to lowest tone. Songs 20, and 22-25 are good examples of this type of melodic pattern. A few love songs have an undulating line which starts and ends on or
near the same tone (27, Netl p.210 top) and three are simple arch-forms (21,28, Netl p.211 bottom). The type of descending line seen in flageolet melodies of this area is rare among their vocal equivalents. It appears that the melodic movement of vocal love songs corresponds neither to the typical vocal song of the Western Great Lakes, which is almost exclusively of the terrace type (Netl 1954:25), nor to the descending line of flageolet melodies, but rather is closer to the undulating contour typical of Eastern Woodlands style (Netl 1954:24).

Unlike flageolet melodies which make frequent use of larger intervals of fourths, fifths, and octaves, the melodic lines of vocal love songs are smoother and contain smaller intervals. Most often love songs of this area have a step-wise movement but with numerous intervals of thirds and fourths interspersed (23,25,23). Occasionally intervals of thirds and fifths (27) or fourths and fifths (24) combine with a step-wise movement. Approximately 40% of all the vocal love songs employ small intervals of a major second and minor third (22) but even in these the interval of a fourth is still fairly prominent. Only two pieces (21,27) exhibit the initial octave leap typical of flageolet melodies; however, the internal structure of their melodic lines is smooth, with step-wise movement and a few thirds predominating.

In general, the melodic intervals of Western Great Lakes love songs correspond more closely to the typical vocal style of the area; i.e., with their use of smaller intervals of a second and third (Netl 1954:25),
rather than to flageolet melodies.

The free rhythms common to most flageolet melodies of the Western Great Lakes area are lacking in vocal love songs. The majority of songs reveal fairly regular rhythms and have underlying duple meters (22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28) or a triple meter (21). Only two pieces are rhythmically free (20, 26). In this sub-area, Nettl points out the frequent occurrence of the isorhythmic principle in vocal music (1954:26). Although this feature was not observed in the flageolet melodies, seven of the vocal love songs (20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28) contain isorhythmic phrases; i.e., phrases in which the rhythmic values of the notes remain the same even though the pitches change. For example, the notes of the first, second, third, and final phrases of Chippewa song 24 have the following rhythms (or very slight alterations thereof):

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\end{array}
\]

Similarly, the only available example of a Menominee love song is asymmetrically isorhythmic, being composed of two phrases which are then repeated:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\end{array}
\]

The only melody of this group (27) which is sung with a drum accompaniment is strictly isorhythmic:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\end{array}
\]

Vocal love songs of the Western Great Lakes do not have the same wide distribution of durational values found in their instrumental counterparts. Most of the songs are dominated by smaller note values, \( \text{\textscript{\texttt{\textbullet}}} \) , and there is a notable absence of the very long-held tones
that were prominent at the beginnings and ends of flageolet melodies. Several pieces make extensive use of dotted rhythms, \( \frac{\text{\textdollar}}{\text{\textcron}} \) (27, 28) or \( \frac{\text{\textdollar}}{\text{\textcron}} \) (25), a feature in common with typical vocal music of the area (Nettl 1954:26). Four of the Denismore transcriptions (CM II p.219, 225, 232; MM p.210 top) indicate a wider range of note values but since these cannot be checked, no definite statement concerning their occurrence can be made. There is, however, general agreement on the tempo of vocal love songs. Referring to Chippewa and Menominee songs, Denismore states that they are slower than other classes of songs (1931:16; 1932:212) and Herzog claims that "love songs are on the whole ... among the slowest Indian songs" (1935:29). My own metronome readings are a consistently slow, M.M. \( \text{\textx} \) = ca. 63-92. The slowness of tempo of both instrumental and vocal love songs strongly suggests a connection between them.

In terms of form, all songs exhibit a clearly defined structure. This finding, however, is in disagreement with Herzog who states that instrumental melodies and their vocal counterparts "often enough, consist of a similarly free and loose culmination of phrases" (1935:29). The majority of love songs from this area (69%) have an iterative structure (26, 27, 28). Progressive and through-composed forms account for another 28% (20, 21, 22, 23), but reverting forms are few (24, 25). This distribution of structural types does not correspond with Nettl's findings for typical vocal music of the area which is predominantly progressive (1954:26). Unlike the instrumental melodies, vocal love
songs are not clearly divided into sections by long-held base tones and only one vocal song (21) has the repeated-note introduction which is typical of flageolet melodies.

Even without repeated statements of the base note, the tonality of almost all vocal love songs is clear. The tonic is most often the lowest tone, towards which the whole melody gravitates, and it is usually the most prominent tone as well (22,23,24,25,26). Both flageolet melodies and typical vocal music of the area follow this pattern (Nettl 1954:25). Occasionally a vocal melody will descend to a fourth below the tonic (27,28) but without weakening the tonality. In vocal songs, fourths, fifths, and octaves above the base tone are not as consistently prominent as in flageolet melodies but are, nevertheless, important tones of the scale (22,23,24,25,28).

Although a discussion of the preceding characteristics has revealed similarities between vocal love songs and their instrumental counterparts, two significant features, the manner of performance and vocal quality, clearly indicate their connection. These, however, are the most intangible of features, impossible to notate adequately and very difficult to describe in words. The most readily apparent and striking characteristic of vocal technique is the nasal, drawling tone with which love songs are rendered (2025,28). According to Densmore, this nasal tone was used by the Chippewa and Menominee to imitate the sound quality of the flute (1932:208). To further enhance this
imitation, a singer would sometimes wave his hand slowly before his mouth to interrupt the flow of breath and produce pulsations (Herzog 1935:28; Fletcher 1893:11). The occasional single sharp call at the end of a phrase (20, 23) is reminiscent of the typical high grace note ending of flageolet melodies. The unique manner of voicing of love songs also demonstrates their similarity to flageolet melodies. For example, the rising glissando attack at phrase beginnings (21, 22), glissandi between wider intervals (20-25, 28), and rising (20, 23-24) and falling (22) releases are all features of instrumental love songs. Song no. 20 is perhaps the best example of the unique manner of performance of vocal love songs since it contains virtually all of the characteristics mentioned above. In addition, this song has one peculiarity of performance not heard in the other love songs. At the beginning of phrase B', the singer performs a sudden diminuendo and sings two 'portamento' notes on the vocalic or syllable "mu-um." Attempts at swelling or diminishing a tone are "sometimes noticeable in love songs" (Fletcher 1893:11) and, in this case, it sounds very much like an imitation of a flute call. This manner of performance is remarkable since attempts at interpretative singing are almost unknown in American Indian music.
Vocal love songs from the Plains are represented by ten melodies from the Sioux, Omaha, and Kiowa. As a group, these songs are quite homogeneous and have many features in common with flageolet melodies from the Western Great Lakes and Plains areas.

The range of all the Sioux and Kiowa love songs is a uniform thirteen semitones; i.e., a full octave. In this respect, they conform exactly to their instrumental counterparts; while the two Omaha melodies, with very large ranges of 23 and 27 semitones (just under and over two octaves), resemble some of the Chippewa love songs just discussed. The most common scale is tetratonic (30,31,32,33,34,32), followed by hexatonic (35,44). Only one melody is pentatonic (29) and one, heptatonic (35). This finding is somewhat unexpected since pentatonic scales were seen in the majority of Plains flageolet melodies and they are also the most usual scales for vocal music of the central and southern Plains (Nettl 1954:27629).

The melodic movement of vocal love songs of the Plains area exhibits two main patterns. The more prominent is an undulating line (29,30,32,33,34,36) which, in several instances (30,31,32,33,34,35) starts with a leap of a fourth, fifth, or octave to the song's highest tone before beginning an undulating descent. It will be recalled that this initial leap and gradual descent is characteristic of flageolet melodies from
The Western Great Lakes and Plains area. The second type of melodic movement is 'terracing', a pattern very typical of Plains music but which has been notably absent from instrumental and vocal love songs. Both Omaha pieces and the Sioux melody from Curtis exhibit a terrace type of descent.

The kinds of intervals used in vocal love songs of the Plains do not present a uniform picture. Four of the melodies (30,31,32,33) contain wide leaps of fourths, fifths, and octaves and these usually occur at beginnings of sections, with step-wise movement predominant in the latter halves. This use of intervals is very similar to that seen in flageolet melodies of the Western Great Lakes and Plains areas.

Compare:

![Opening phrases of Menominee flageolet melody (2) -top- and Sioux vocal love song (33) -bottom.](image)

Fig. 1 Opening phrases of Menominee flageolet melody (2) -top- and Sioux vocal love song (33) -bottom.

Other melodies employ numerous fourths and fifths (34,35,36), while only three songs (74,75,76) consistently use small intervals of seconds and thirds, a feature which coincides with the general trend of Plains vocal music (Nettl 1954:29).

Like Plains flageolet melodies, vocal love songs from this area exhibit fairly regular rhythmic patterns. Two songs (29 and 30) are the
vocal equivalents of flageolet melodies 8 and 9 which, it was noted, had very regular meters and had probably been modified by European musical influences. Excluding these, four songs remain that have some regularity of rhythm: no. 33 and C2 with an underlying duple meter and no. 31 and 32 with an underlying triple meter. Rhythmic stability in this group of Plains love songs is created in two ways; by a narrow distribution of durational values and through the use of isorhythmic material. For example, songs 31 and 33 are restricted to smaller note values \( \frac{1}{4} \) which are used consistently throughout the pieces.

Isorhythmic patterns, seen often in vocal love songs of the Western Great Lakes area, occur in the Sioux melody (C2) and in one Omaha piece (F5):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fig. 2 Isorhythmic patterns in Sioux love song (C2) -top- and in Omaha love song (F5) -bottom.}
\end{align*}
\]

Only three songs are rhythmically free (34, 35, F4). In general, vocal love songs from the Plains are rhythmically similar not only to Plains flageolet melodies but also to vocal love songs of the Western Great Lakes.

Most often vocal love songs are sung without accompaniment, but in this group of Plains songs two Sioux melodies (32, 34) have a light irum accompaniment. In song no. 32 the beat changes from \( \frac{1}{4} \) to \( \frac{1}{2} \).
early in the piece and coincides with the pulse of the melody occasionally. The other love song (34) has an accompaniment which is a steady single pulse (♩) but which does not coincide with the rhythm of the melody. As is typical of instrumental and vocal love songs, the tempo of these Plains melodies are consistently slow to andante. (M.M. \( \text{♩} = 68-80\)).

Recalling the structure of Plains flageolet melodies, it was found that those pieces were most often reverting (five examples) and only occasionally progressive or iterative (two examples each). The same distribution of form types has been found to occur in their vocal counterparts; i.e., five pieces have a reverting structure (F4, 29, 32, 25, C2), three are progressive (30, 31, 34) and two, iterative (35, F5).

It is notable that 90% of the Plains vocal love songs in this sample are clearly demarcated into major sections by long-held notes (29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, C2, F4). In all but two pieces (29, 31) this note is the tonic or base tone, creating both a structural and tonal clarity in these melodies. It will be remembered that this consistent use of long-held tonic notes was a striking feature of Western Great Lakes and Plains flageolet melodies, and to find it recurring in Plains vocal love songs strongly suggests a close connection between the instrumental and vocal forms. Because the tonic of these melodies is heard so often in prominent positions such as phrase and section endings, tonality in this music is usually very clear. As in Plains flageolet melodies, fifths and octaves above the tonic are important tones of the scale.
The singing style and vocal quality employed in Plains love songs compare closely to the style of performance of their instrumental counterparts but, because of this, differ markedly from the preceding group of Chippewa and Menominee love songs. It was noted that Plains flageolet melodies were played in a strong, bold manner. Long-held tones were performed with an intense vibrato and quick, sharp grace notes heard an octave above were common. In Plains vocal love songs this same kind of tension occurs in the voice and is indicated by pulsations on longer tones, grace notes, glissandi, rising attacks, and sharply rising releases at phrase endings. Songs 31, 32, and 34 are excellent examples of this tense singing style. Pulsation and vocal tension are characteristics of Plains singing style (Nettl 1954:10) but are noticeably absent in the love songs of the Chippewa and Menominee. Only the Kiowa melody (35) resembles the Western Great Lakes style of singing in that it has a drawling, nasal quality and downward glissandi are common. No grace notes or rising releases; i.e., features indicative of vocal tension, are heard. In these Plains love songs, as in Western Great Lakes melodies, a remnant of the structure of flageolet melodies is seen in the brief sharp calls occurring at the end of several pieces (30, 31, 32, 34).

To summarize briefly, Plains vocal love songs resemble their instrumental counterparts in a majority of their characteristics but consequently differ strongly from the typical vocal love song of the Western Great Lakes.
3.3 Plateau

In the preceding chapter on flageolet melodies it was noted that musical examples from the Plateau area were relatively few. While a larger sampling of eleven vocal love songs is available for discussion here, the source of this music remains restricted as before to only two groups, the Flathead and the Nez Perce Indians. From the discussion of flageolet melodies, it was found that pieces from the Plateau bore little resemblance to those of the Western Great Lakes or Plains, having features that were unique to themselves. It will be shown that many of these characteristics are repeated in their vocal counterparts but that, at the same time, both the melodic line and the singing style are reminiscent of vocal songs from the Western Great Lakes area.

The tonal ranges of the Plateau love songs fall into two groupings: those with a narrow range of 7-9 semitones (or approximately one-half octave) and those of 12-17 semitones (an octave or more). The scales of these melodies vary widely from tetradtonic to heptatonic; however, four of the eleven songs are pentatonic and in this respect resemble Flathead flageolet melodies. Three of the scales have a tendency towards chromaticism (e.g., 36) and the consistent use of glissandi between notes of narrow interval enhances this feature.

All of the vocal love songs in this group have generally undulating melodic lines. Seven of these incorporate a downward trend (these also
tend to be songs with ranges of an octave or more) while the four remaining pieces begin and end at about the same level. It will be recalled that the melodic movement of flageolet melodies from the Plateau and of the vocal love songs of the Chippewa and Menominee is very similar. No examples of the more pronounced descending pattern typical of Plains instrumental and vocal love songs occur. The intervals used in these songs are generally small; fourths are the largest intervals employed, (e.g., 36). Again, the vocal love songs and their instrumental counterparts are alike.

Like the majority of love songs both instrumental and vocal, the rhythm of these Flathead melodies is very free. The distribution of durational values is wide and, in the absence of a regular drum-beat, in part creates the unmetered rhythms. Song 36, for example, repeatedly employs thirty-seconds and whole tones in the same short phrase which is freely sung as a melisma on the vocable 'he.'

![Fig. 3 Flathead vocal love song (36)](image)

A slow tempo is typical of all Flathead love songs and is characteristic of instrumental and vocal melodies from all the areas examined.

In terms of formal structure, six pieces are progressive and five are reverting (36, 37). More than one half of the Flathead melodies show variants of incomplete repetition. The Nez Perce love song (C3)
is an example, unusual in love songs, of a very long piece which is essentially through-composed. There are three sections within the song that can be identified as variations of each other but, unlike most other pieces examined, no clearly defined sections are observed.

Flathead vocal love songs, like their instrumental versions, do not have long-held tones that provide distinct introductions, midsections, or endings. In this respect, they are similar to vocal love songs of the Chippewa but differ from both the instrumental and vocal melodies of the Plains.

Tonality is fairly clear in this group of Flathead love songs even in those that are heavily chromatic; e.g., 36. In song 37, d' is a rather weak tonic since it is not the most prominent tone and occurs only infrequently at phrase endings.

As pointed out previously, it is the Flathead singing style that connects it to vocal love songs of the Western Great Lakes. The drawling vocal quality, glissandi, and falling releases so distinctive of those songs are heard again in the Plateau area.

3.4 Southwest

Vocal love songs from the Apache, like their instrumental versions, are rare in comparison to musical examples from other areas. Whether this is a modern development or was always the case is unknown. The one song available is in the typical vocal style of the area (Nettl 1954:22-23) but bears little resemblance to the Apache flageolet melody
discussed earlier. Many features, however, are similar to vocal melodies of the Plains.

The range of the Apache love song is one and a half octaves and the scale is tritonic. Melodic movement is in the shape of wide, undulating arcs which cover the full range of the song. The initial leap up to the highest point of the melody as well as the consistent use of larger intervals of fourths, fifths, and octaves are reminiscent of both the instrumental and vocal love song of the Plains. Like Plains vocal melodies, this Apache song has a fairly regular rhythm, created by the repetition of one rhythmic figure, \[ \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmid} \text{\shortmi...
vocal tension used is reflected in the tendency towards the sharpening of the high tones in the latter part of the song. Although it is difficult to conclude whether the vocal tension causes this sharpening, it has been observed that they often occur together.

3.5 Summary of Characteristics of Vocal Love Songs

Drawing together the many characteristics of the vocal love songs just discussed creates a picture of considerable complexity. Unlike flageolet melodies whose features combine to form a distinctive instrumental style and, therefore, present a fairly cohesive pattern, vocal love songs, precisely because they are sung, are influenced not only by their instrumental counterparts but also by the typical vocal style of their musical areas. The summary which follows will describe the dominant features of vocal love songs while attempting to correlate them with possible sources of influence. This summary is also provided in chart form on pp. 99-103.

The average range for vocal love songs is 13 to 15 semitones, or about one octave. This is comparable to the ranges found in flageolet melodies of the Western Great Lakes, Plains, and Plateau areas and, therefore, strongly suggests the influence of the instrumental song on the vocal. In addition, however, there are a number of vocal love songs from the Western Great Lakes and Plains areas which have unusually
large ranges of 23 to 27 semitones (approximately two octaves) and in this they are similar to vocal songs of the Western Great Lakes region which typically have very large ranges (Nettl 1954:25). Some vocal love songs of the Plateau, which do not fit either of these patterns, have a consistently smaller range of seven to nine semitones; while the Apache love song, sole representative of the Southwest, has a range in keeping with the typical vocal song style of its area (Nettl 1954:22).

In terms of scale, vocal love songs from each of the four musical areas correspond closely to the most commonly used scale of flageolet melodies from their area. That this scale is also the most frequently used in typical vocal music of each area makes it impossible to indicate the source of influence. Thus the pentatonic scale is the most important in vocal love songs from the Western Great Lakes and Plateau, and the tetratonic for songs from the Plains. The tritonic scale, occurring in the Apache love song, is typical of vocal music from the Southwest (Nettl 1954:22).

An undulating melodic line with gradual descent is common to most of the vocal love songs from the Western Great Lakes, Plains, and Plateau areas and can be considered a distinctive characteristic of this type of song. The initial octave leap and straight descent typical of Western Great Lakes and Plains flageolet melodies does not occur in their vocal counterparts, although some large intervallic beginnings
are seen in Plains vocal love songs. Terracing, which was notably absent in flageolet melodies, occurs in a few Plains vocal love songs. This indicates an influence from the typical vocal music of the Western Great Lakes and Plains where melodic movement is almost always of the terrace-type (Nettl 1954:259–277).

The intervals used in vocal love songs are smaller than those common to flageolet melodies. In the latter, wide intervals of a fourth, fifth, and octave were prominent and reflected an instrumental style, whereas in vocal love songs step-wise movement predominates and melodic lines are generally smoother. In this sense, vocal love songs show a closer relationship to the typical vocal music of their respective areas. However, two exceptions to the use of small intervals in vocal love songs occur: the first in songs from the Plains, where some melodies using wide intervals are similar to their instrumental counterparts, and the other in the Apache melody which, because of its triadic scale, consistently makes use of wide intervals.

Unlike flageolet melodies which very frequently have a free rhythm, vocal love songs display more metrical regularity. An underlying duple meter is common in vocal love songs from the Western Great Lakes and Plains areas. The use of isorhythmic material, seen often in the typical vocal music of the Western Great Lakes but not in the Plains area (Nettl 1954:26), also occurs in some vocal love songs from these two areas. As exceptions to the general rule that flageolet melodies
are rhythmically free and vocal love songs more regular, it should be noted that Plains flageolet melodies tend towards rhythmic regularity and the vocal love songs of the Plateau are free.

Related to rhythm is the distribution of durational values. In general those vocal love songs that are restricted to a narrow range of note values (i.e., from the Western Great Lakes, Plains, and Southwest) have a more regular rhythm and those with a wide range are more likely to be rhythmically free (Plateau). Dotted rhythms are seen in both the vocal love songs and typical vocal music of the Western Great Lakes area. With regard to the distribution of durational values, vocal love songs appear to correspond more closely to the typical vocal music of their respective areas than to flageolet melodies which, it will be recalled, have a predominance of long-held tones that function as introductions, section dividers, and endings. A slow tempo is one characteristic which is uniform for both instrumental and vocal love songs and this feature sets the genre apart from most other Indian music.

In terms of formal structure, vocal love songs show similarity to their respective instrumental counterparts rather than to the typical vocal music of each area. Thus, instrumental and vocal love songs from the Western Great Lakes are most often iterative, while typical vocal music of the area is progressive; Plains instrumental and vocal love songs are revertion and, in this case, the typical vocal music is as well; and finally, both the Apache flageolet melody and the vocal love song
are iterative. The only exception occurs in the Plateau area where the majority of vocal love songs are progressive and the flageolet melodies, iterative. Strengthening the formal similarity between instrumental and vocal love songs, some vocal love songs; i.e., from the Plains and Southwest, retain, but to a lesser extent, the long-held tones typical of flageolet melodies that function as introductions, structural dividers, and endings.

As in flageolet melodies, the tonality of vocal love songs is generally strong and unambiguous. Fourths, fifths, and octaves are still important tones of the scale but are not as prominent as in flageolet melodies.

Finally, a discussion of the vocal quality with which love songs are rendered shows two clearly distinct types. The first is a nasal, drawling vocal technique used by the Indians of the Western Great Lakes area to imitate the sound quality of the flute. Rising glissando attacks, glissandi between wider intervals, and rising and falling releases are common to both instrumental and vocal love songs in this area. This style of singing is also heard in the performance of love songs in the Plateau area, although it is not known whether this is consciously in imitation of the flageolet.

The second vocal style used in singing love songs is found on the Plains and in the Southwest. In most ways it compares to the typical singing style of these areas with its characteristic use of pulsation and vocal tension. This vocal tension has, as an instrumental counter-
part, the intense vibrato tone with which the long-held tonic notes of flageolet melodies are played. In both instrumental and vocal performances, this tension creates grace notes, sharply accented tones, glissandi between notes, and the sharp rising release of tones. While the first singing style described is said to be in imitation of the flageolet, it is very doubtful that the performance style of Plains flageolet melodies has influenced vocal technique since the vocal style of this area is extremely pervasive and is heard in the performance of almost all songs.
Table showing Characteristics of Vocal Love Songs and their Sources of Influence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>of Vocal Love Songs</th>
<th>of Flaggolist Melodies</th>
<th>of Typical Vocal Music of an Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>average of 13-15 semitones</td>
<td>average of 13-15 semitones for melodies from WGlTs, Plains, &amp; Plateau</td>
<td>larger ranges commonly seen in vocal music of the WGlTs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23-27 semitones; some songs from WGlTs &amp; Plains</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7-9 semitones for some Plateau songs: no source of influence found</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale (most commonly used)</td>
<td>pentatonic &amp; hexatonic for WGlTs songs</td>
<td>pentatonic - WGlTs &lt; pentatonic &amp; tetratonic - WGlTs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tetratonic - Plains</td>
<td>pentatonic - Plains &lt; pentatonic - Plains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pentatonic - Plateau &lt; pentatonic - Plateau</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tritonic - Southwest &lt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>of Vocal Love Songs</th>
<th>of Flagcolet Melodies</th>
<th>of Typical Vocal Music of an Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melodic line</td>
<td>undulating with gradual descent - WGTls, Plains &amp; Plateau</td>
<td>undulating with gradual descent - Plateau</td>
<td>undulating with gradual descent - Eastern Woodlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>some large intervallic beginnings seen in Plains songs</td>
<td>initial octave leap with straight descent common in WGTls flagcolet melodies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervals</td>
<td>terracing - in some songs from the Plains</td>
<td>terracing - common in songs of WGTls &amp; Plains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>small: step-wise movement; some 3rds &amp; 4ths in songs of WGTls</td>
<td>small: 2nds &amp; 3rds - WGTls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plains</td>
<td>small: 2nds &amp; 3rds - Plains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plateau</td>
<td>small: 2nds &amp; 3rds - Plateau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>large: 5ths &amp; 8ves - some songs from Plains and also Southwest</td>
<td>large: 5ths &amp; 8ves common in melodies from WGTls &amp; Plains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempo</td>
<td>slow</td>
<td>slow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td>of Vocal Love Songs</td>
<td>of Flageolet Melodies</td>
<td>of Typical Vocal Music of an Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rhythm</strong></td>
<td>regular - underlying duple meter in songs of WCts &amp; Southwest</td>
<td>free - Flageolet melodies from WCts &amp; Southwest</td>
<td>regular - Southwest rhythmically complex - WCts &amp; Southwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>regular - underlying duple &amp; triple meters in songs of Plains</td>
<td>tendency towards regular rhythms - Plains</td>
<td>Plains - rhythmically complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>free - songs from Plateau</td>
<td>free - Plateau</td>
<td><strong>Distribution of Durational Values</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>use of isorhythmic material - WCts &amp; Plains</td>
<td><strong>use of isorhythmic material - WCts</strong></td>
<td><strong>use of isorhythmic material - WCts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>narrow range of note values - WCts</td>
<td>wide range of note values - WCts &amp; Plains</td>
<td>wide range of note values - WCts &amp; Plains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Plains</td>
<td></td>
<td>usually 2-3 durational values in ratio of 1 to 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Southwest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wide - Plateau</td>
<td></td>
<td>usually 2 durational values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dotted rhythms common in songs from WCts</td>
<td>wide - Plateau</td>
<td>dotted rhythms common in songs from WCts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td>:of Vocal Love Songs</td>
<td>:of Flageolet Melodies</td>
<td>:of Typical Vocal Music of an Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Form</strong> (most commonly seen)</td>
<td>iterative - WGtLs</td>
<td>iterative - WGtLs</td>
<td>progressive - WGtLs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reverting - Plains</td>
<td>reverting - Plains</td>
<td>reverting - Plains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>progressive - Plateau</td>
<td>iterative - Plateau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iterative - Southwest</td>
<td>iterative - Southwest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long-held tones as introductions, structural dividers &amp; endings: Plains &amp; SW</td>
<td>long-held tones as introductions, structural dividers &amp; endings: WGtLs, Plains &amp; SW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tonality</strong></td>
<td>strong - WGtLs, Plains, Southwest</td>
<td>strong - WGtLs, Plains, Southwest</td>
<td>strong - WGtLs, Plains, Southwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4ths &amp; 5ths - important tones of the scale - WGtLs, Plains &amp; SW</td>
<td>4ths, 5ths &amp; 8ves - important tones of the scale - WGtLs, Plains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td>Of Vocal Love Songs</td>
<td>Of Flageolet Melodies</td>
<td>Of Typical Vocal Music of an Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocal quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>two distinct vocal styles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. nasal, drawling - WGTls &amp; Plateau</td>
<td>to imitate the sound quality of the flageolet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rising glissando attacks, glissandi between wider intervals, rising and falling releases</td>
<td>rising glissando attacks, glissandi between wider intervals, rising and falling releases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. vocal tension &amp; pulsating tones - Plains &amp; Southwest</td>
<td></td>
<td>vocal tension &amp; pulsating tones - Plains &amp; Southwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grace notes, sharply accented tones, glissandi between notes, sharp rising releases</td>
<td></td>
<td>grace notes, sharply accented tones, glissandi between notes, sharp rising releases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>short calls at ends of songs - WGTls &amp; Plains</td>
<td>sharp grace notes at ends of melodies - WGTls &amp; Plains</td>
<td>vocal tension in singing of WGTls &amp; Plains results in calls, grace notes before, during &amp; after song</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes

1 Herzog includes vocal love songs as a distinct category in his "Special Song Types in North American Indian Music" (1935:23-33). Densmore repeatedly places love songs under a separate heading in *Chippewa Music I* and *II* and in *Menominee Music*, and discusses features that are unique to them. In *Ethnomusicology of the Flathead Indians*, Merriam takes up Herzog's theory of special song types in connection with his own study of Flathead Indian music (1967:316-321).

2 For a complete list of the Densmore songs that have been analyzed, see pp. 106-107.

3 An eighth Chippewa melody from an album collected by Charles Hofmann is designated no. 27, see transcription p. 122.

4 The tritonic melody is anomalous to this group of love songs in many ways. Densmore (1913:300) relates that the singer had learnt this song as a young girl more than sixty years previously and it is quite possible that the repetitious text and bare triadic melody are a result of its being imperfectly remembered.

5 In this discussion of rhythm, Densmore's transcriptions have not been enumerated since, in re-transcribing the eight songs that were
available on recordings, her rhythmic values were found to be unreliable and numerous changes were necessary.

6

Densmore's transcriptions have not been included in this discussion as her notation gives very little indication of features beyond pitch and rhythmic note values. She does, however, repeatedly refer to the distinctive vocal style of love songs.

7

Three of these are transcriptions from Fletcher, Alice C., The Omaha Tribe, p. 320 (two Omaha pieces designated F4 and F5) and from Curtis, Edward S., The North American Indian, vol. 3, p. 150 (one Sioux piece designated C2), for which no recordings are available. See transcriptions, pp. 133-135.

8

Those melodies having instrumental and vocal equivalents will be discussed in the following chapter.

9

Two Flathead vocal love songs (36,37) have been transcribed from Alan P. Merriam's recording, Songs and Dances of the Flathead Indians; eight additional love songs appear on pp. 188-191 in his Ethnomusicology of the Flathead Indians; and C3 is a Nez Perce melody taken from Curtis, The North American Indian, vol. 8, pp. 184-185. See transcriptions for 36,37, and C3 on pp. 136-140.
List of Chippewa and Menominee love songs collected by Frances Densmore and published in *Chippewa Music I & II* (1910 and 1913) and in *Menominee Music* (1932).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Love Song A</td>
<td><em>Chippewa Music I</em> (CM I)</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Love Song B</td>
<td>CM I</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My love has departed</td>
<td>CM I</td>
<td>150-151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why should I be jealous?</td>
<td>CM I</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not care for you anymore</td>
<td>CM I</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not weep</td>
<td>CM I</td>
<td>152-153; also 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He must be sorrowful</td>
<td>CM I</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When I think of him</td>
<td>CM I</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love Song C</td>
<td>CM I</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love Song D</td>
<td>CM I</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love Song E</td>
<td>CM I</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In her canoe</td>
<td>CM I</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*I am going away</td>
<td>CM I</td>
<td>183-184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go with me</td>
<td>CM II</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not weep</td>
<td>CM II</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*You desire vainly</td>
<td>CM II</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He is gone</td>
<td>CM II</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am thinking of her</td>
<td>CM II</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Weeping for my love</td>
<td>CM II</td>
<td>220-221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love Song</td>
<td>CM II</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have lost my sweet-heart</td>
<td>CM II</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love Song</td>
<td>CM II</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love Song</td>
<td>CM II</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Work steadily</td>
<td>CM II</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*I have found my lover</td>
<td>CM II</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love Song (a)</td>
<td>Menominee Music (NM)</td>
<td>210 top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Love Song (b)</td>
<td>MM</td>
<td>210 bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love Song (c)</td>
<td>MM</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love Song (d)</td>
<td>MM</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* indicates a re-transcription
Transcriptions
Signs used in the Transcriptions

Transcribing Indian melodies in ordinary musical notation is somewhat like forcing a square peg into a round hole; it can be accomplished by dint of sufficient exertion, but the original form will have suffered. The vital part of these melodies can be expressed in our notation, but many a delicate nuance of wild and wayward beauty will have disappeared. (Henry F. Gilbert, "Note on the Indian Music," in Edward S. Curtis, The North American Indian, Vol. 6 (Cambridge: University Press, 1911), p. 166.)

\[\hat{\text{above a note: approximately a quarter-tone higher than noted}}\]
\[\downarrow \text{above a note: approximately a quarter-tone lower than noted}\]
\[\text{\textasciitilde \text{tone of non-musical quality: call, yell}}\]
\[\text{\textasciitilde \text{also indicates drum-beats with the stem giving the time-value}}\]
\[\text{\textasciitilde \text{grace note}}\]
\[\text{\textasciitilde \text{pulsations on a longer tone, without breaking the tone}}\]
\[\text{\textasciitilde \text{octave overtone}}\]
\[\text{\textasciitilde \text{glissando between notes; also falling release}}\]
\[\text{\textasciitilde \text{rising attack; rising release}}\]
\[\text{\textasciitilde \text{above a note: slightly shorter than noted}}\]
\[\text{\textasciitilde \text{above a note: slightly longer than noted}}\]
\[\text{\textasciitilde \text{accent}}\]
\[\text{\textasciitilde \text{brief pause for breath}}\]
\[A, B \text{ larger sections of a song}\]
\[A, A' \text{ section and variation of original}\]
$A, A^4$ same section transposed up a fourth

$A, A_3$ same section transposed down a third

$A$ section which is incomplete at the beginning; second half of $A$

$A_2$ section which is incomplete at the end; first half of $A$

# base note or 'tonic': beneath each transcription, the weighted tone system of the melody is given.
Alphabet used in Transcribing Song Texts

(The consonants are as in English, except when otherwise noted.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>as in father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ã</td>
<td>as in cat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>à</td>
<td>as aw in awl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ê</td>
<td>as in aisle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>é</td>
<td>as ey in they</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>as in ret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>as in machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>í</td>
<td>as in sit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ò</td>
<td>as in old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ê</td>
<td>as ow in how</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>as in oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>as in ruin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>û</td>
<td>as in nut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>û</td>
<td>as in German 'hütte'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>as in push</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>always aspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>as ch in German Bach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>a non-aspirated k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>a non-aspirated p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>as qu in quick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rr</td>
<td>a trilled r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>a non-aspirated t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>as in hits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ch</td>
<td>as in church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>sh as in shell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>nasal, as in French 'dans'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>as z in azure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
20. Chippewa vocal love song

AS SONG

FREE, SLOW

Transcribed from Folk Music of the U.S. Songs of the Chippewa from the Archive of American Folk Song, S. II, b. 14.

Singer: Manido'girigo'kwe (female solo).

Also published in Densmore, Frances. Chippewa Music I, p. 149 (top).
Melody No. 7 on accompanying tape.
21. Chippewa vocal love song

Text present but too indistinct to transcribe.

Transcribed from Folk Music of the U.S. Songs of the Chippewa from the Archive of American Folk Song, S.II, b.15.

Singer: Manido'gicigo'kwe (female solo).

Also published in Densmore, Frances. Chippewa Music I, p. 149 (bottom).
22. Chippewa vocal love song: "I am going away"

Transcribed from Folk Music of the U.S. Songs of the Chippewa from the Archive of American Folk Song, S.II, b.16.
Singer: Gage'bines (male solo).

Melody No. 3 on accompanying tape.
First verse

Umbe .......................... Come
Ma'noni'gamadja'............... I am going away
Ma'no.......................... I pray you
Bin'a................................ Let me go
Min'gama'dja........................)
Neyab'ninga'wicin'............... I will soon return
Ge'go................................ Do not
Mawi'miciken'.......................... Weep for me

Second verse

Na.................................. Behold
Tci'miwenda'min.................. We will be very glad
Tciwa'bundiyung'................ To meet each other
Dagnic'inan........................ When I return
Ge'go................................ Do not
Mawi'miciken.......................... Weep for me
23. Chippewa vocal love song: "You desire vainly"

Text: Gi'daga'wadan' .................. you desire vainly
dji'miswi'nonan' .................. that I seek you
a'nic'e .................. the reason is
gici'me baon'djikayan' ........... I come to see your younger sister.

Transcribed from Folk Music of the U.S. Songs of the Chippewa from the Archive of American Folk Song, S.II, b.10. Singer: Mec'kawiga'bau (male solo).

Also published in Densmore, Frances. Chippewa Music II, p. 218. Melody No. 9 on accompanying tape.
26. Chippewa vocal love song: "Weeping for my love"

Text (free translation): I go around weeping for my love.

Transcribed from Folk Music of the U.S. Songs of the Chippewa from the Archive of American Folk Song, S.II, b.12.
Singer: Djil'sia'sino'kwe (female solo).

25. Chippewa vocal love song: "Work steadily"

Transcribed from Folk Music of the U.S. Songs of the Chippewa from the Archive of American Folk Song, S.II, b.II. Singer: Mein'gans (male solo).

Also published in Densmore, Frances. Chippewa Music II, p. 293.
Text.

ayangwamisin'.................be very careful
tciano'kiyun....................to work steadily
gegama'kamigo'..................I am afraid they will take
niau................................you away from me
26. Chippewa vocal love song "I have found my lover"

Transcribed from Folk Music of the U.S. Songs of the Chippewa from the Archive of American Folk Song, S. II, b. 13.
Singer: Mrs. Julia W. Spears.

Also published in Densmore, Frances. Chippewa Music II, p. 300.
26. Chippewa (cont'd)

Text

nia.........................Oh
nin'denen'dum..............I am thinking
nis.........................Oh
nin'denen'dum..............I am thinking
me'kawia'nin..............I have found
nin'imucen'...............my lover
nis.........................Oh
nin'dinen'dum...............I think it is so.
27. Chippewa vocal love song

Transcribed from War Whoops and Medicine Songs, S.II, b.14.

Melody No. 15 on accompanying tape.
28. Menominee vocal love song

Free translation: "You had better go home, your mother loves you so much."

Transcribed from Folk Music of the U.S.: Songs of the Menominee, Mandan and Hidatsa from the Archive of American Folk Song, S.II, b.8 Singer: Nocinat (male solo).

29. Sioux vocal love song

Song, Major 7th Lower.

Transcribed from Folk Music of the U.S. from the Archive of Folk

Melody No. 17 on accompanying tape.
Transcribed from Folk Music of the U.S. from the Archive of Folk Song: Sioux, S.1, b.7. Singer: John Coloff.

Melody No. 19 on accompanying tape.
Text

Hokawin  wakuwe
I'm traveling around, I return*

Hokawin  wakuwe

Hodawin  wakuwe

E - he - ye.

Tivshe  tankaya
A place to live big (comfortable)

Oaiche'ile
I'm looking for it

E - yo - yoi.

Hokawin  wakuwe

Ye - ya - hoi.

Heya he - yoi.

Hotona  ogela  eche lesh
A sound galloper little only this

Hotona  ogela  eche lesh

E - he - yo.

E le che  wagli  hunni
To there only I come home to as expected

E le che  wagli  hunni
ye - yoi - e - he - ye.

*to a place not one's own

I'm traveling around, I return.

I'm traveling around, I return.

I'm traveling around, I return.

E - he - ye.

A place to live, comfortable, I'm looking for it.

E - yo - yoi.
I'm traveling around, I return,

Heya he - yoi.

The sound of a galloping little one, Only this,
The sound of a galloping little one, Only this,

E - he - yo.

To this only I come home, As might be expected.

To this only I come home. As might be expected.

Ye - yoi - e - he - ye.

Text from another rendition of this song by William Hornclouc, recorded at Wesleyan University. Translated by David P. McAllester with the singer's help.
31. Sioux vocal love song

As noted

mm. $j = ca. 90$

Transcribed from Music of the Sioux and Navajo, EFL 1401 (1949), record 1421a; b.2.
32. Sioux vocal love song

**SONG EXE LOWER**

**MM J = ca. 50**

---

*Text continues with musical notation.*

Melody No. 10 on accompanying tape.
33. Sioux vocal love song

SUNG BY ELLIE LOWER

MM: 148

A

che cha che- a chechi chu chea che-a i ye no ho wi

B

chi che chi-a che ne ye-o ko na te che che li-o o

tai-nai ai-hai ai wi kosh kai la kol ke chu ya o ge

to ka o ta slo wo yai wi kosh ka la ka o ka la te cha

ka zhe ke che o se-oil ai-hai ai

che cha che- a chechi chu chea che-a i ye-no no ho wi

B

chi che chi-a che ne ye o ko na te che che la o o tai-o o

ai-hai ai che cha che- a chechi chu chea che-a i ye no ho wi
Transcribed from Canyon Record C-6050, S.I, b.4. Singers:
William Horncloud, Ben Sitting Up, and Frank Afraid of Horses.
34. Sioux vocal love song

Transcribed from Canyon Record 78: ARP 624, Side D.
Singer: William Horncloud.
35. Kiowa vocal love song


Melody Nos. 11 & 21 on accompanying tape.
F4 Omaha vocal love song.

Light and smoothly joyous

No words - vocables like he he he, etc.

Published in Fletcher, Alice C. *The Omaha Tribe*, p. 320.
F5 Omaha vocal love song

Flowingly, with feeling

No words—vocables Ha-be he ha he, etc.
C2 Sioux vocal love song

Text: Iwa'yaka, hi'knawayeki valitewashni... Look, my husband I do not love okiyakana kichiwak'kte...... tell him (my lover) I will live with him.

36. Flathead vocal love song

_Song: Bye Lover_

_FREE, SLOW_

Transcribed from _Songs and Dances of the Flathead Indians_, S.I, b. 4
(male solo).

Also published in Merriam, Alan P. _Ethnomusicology of the Flathead Indians_, p. 189 (Song 11).

Melody No. 12 on accompanying tape.
37. Flathead vocal love song

AS SONG

he - he o he o he o
he o he o o he o he o
he he he he
he o he o o he o he o
he o he o he o he o
he he he
he o he o he o he o
he o he o he o he o
he o he o he o he o
37. Flathead (cont'd)

Transcribed from Songs and Dances of the Flathead Indians, S.I, b.6. (female solo).

Also published in Merriam, Alan P. Ethnomusicology of the Flathead Indians, p. 190 (Song 14).
C3 Nez Perce vocal love song

\[ \text{mm } J = 138 \]
C3 Nez Perce (cont'd)

38. Apache vocal love song

SING, BUT LOWER

Transcribed from Folk Music of the U.S. Music of the American
Indian: Apache, S.1, b.6. Singers: Clarence
Peaches & David Dazen.

Melody No. 13 on accompanying tape.
Chapter 4 Love Songs with Instrumental and Vocal Versions

In the preceding two chapters, reference was occasionally made to melodies which had both instrumental and vocal versions. Although the close relationship between flageolet melodies and vocal love songs has already been established and discussed in some detail, a study of these 'pairs' of melodies would not only further reinforce this connection but would also be informative in determining what features combine to create the 'vocal' or the 'instrumental' style of the same piece.

Four pairs of songs are available for this type of comparison:

Chippewa flageolet melody (1) and Chippewa love song (27)
Sioux flageolet melody (8) and Sioux love song (29)
Sioux flageolet melody (9) and Sioux love song (30)
Kiowa flageolet melody (15) and Kiowa love song (35).

Other writers (Kurath 1956; Densmore 1932:208) have mentioned that, after playing a flute melody, the performer would also give a vocal rendition of the same piece, but in neither case has the music been published. All four sets of songs are performed by men since, it will be recalled, only men played the flageolet even though it was permissible for both men and women to sing love songs.
When transferred from instrument to voice, the tonal material of all four pairs of melodies remains essentially unchanged. Thus, the scales of the Kiowa and Sioux melodies are unaltered while, in the case of the Chippewa melody, the vocal version is slightly simplified by a reduction of its scale from heptatonic to pentatonic. The Kiowa and both Sioux melodies retain their ranges of one octave but the high coda endings of the instrumental melodies (8 & 9) are omitted in their vocal versions (29 & 30). The range of the Chippewa vocal melody (27) is slightly expanded from a major seventh of the instrumental version to a major ninth. This increase might possibly be due to the general influence of vocal music from the Western Great Lakes area where songs tend to have larger ranges than average (Nettl 1954:25).

The change from instrumental to vocal idiom is most clearly seen in terms of altered melodic lines. In all four instances the melody has been 'smoothed out' and made less elaborate in the vocal versions. Melodically non-essential leaps, turns, grace notes, and other ornamental devices which are typical of flageolet melodies are lacking in their vocal versions. The texts of all four vocal songs are related to their melodic lines in simple syllabic fashion. The following examples illustrate the degree of simplification that occurs.
Fig. 1 Opening phrase of Kiowa instrumental melody (15) – top – and Kiowa vocal melody (35) – bottom.

Fig. 2 Kiowa instrumental melody (15) – top – and Kiowa vocal melody (35) – bottom.
Closely related to the smoother melodic lines of the vocal songs is a decrease in the use of wide intervals. Although the leaps of a fifth (Chippewa 1, 27), sixth (Sioux 8, 29), and octave (Sioux 9, 30) which occur at the beginnings of the pieces are retained, internally the larger intervals have been deleted. The following example shows how the opening phrases of the instrumental version of Sioux melody (9) have been altered in the vocal song (30).

Fig. 3 Sioux flageolet melody (9) - top - and Sioux vocal melody (30) - bottom.

With regard to rhythm and meter, all four pairs show very little change. Only in the Chippewa pieces is there an alteration of rhythmic figure.

Fig. 4 Opening phrase of Chippewa flageolet melody (1) - top - and Chippewa vocal melody (27) - bottom.
The distribution of durational values becomes somewhat narrower in the transfer from instrumental to vocal idiom due to the elimination of the quicker, more ornamental figures. For example, a figure such as \( \text{as } \) \( \) (1) is reduced to \( \text{as } \) (27) and \( \text{as } \) (9) becomes \( \text{as } \) (30). There is no significant alteration in tempo between instrumental and vocal versions. In two cases, Sioux melodies (8&29) and the Kiowa pieces (15&35), the tempo is unchanged: the vocal version of Chippewa melody (1&27) becomes moderately faster \( ( \text{ as } = 80 \text{ increases to } \text{ as } = 116) \) and the Sioux vocal song (30) somewhat slower \( ( \text{ as } = 138 \text{ down to } \text{ as } = 126) \).

In terms of formal structure, the instrumental melodies undergo a small degree of alteration in their transfer to the voice. For example, the Chippewa instrumental piece is based on one section, made up of three distinct phrases, which repeats three times. The vocal version expands this basic section into four phrases, the fourth one being simply a repetition of the third with the final note altered. This enlarged section is then repeated in the same way as its instrumental counterpart. No new material is introduced in the vocal version of the Kiowa pair (15&35) but different repetitions and some variation of existing phrases are made. Thus the form of the instrumental melody, \( \text{AAAB}^1, \text{ becomes AABA}_4A_4 \). The long-held tonic note of the flageolet melody which functions as introduction, mid-section divider, and ending is retained in the vocal version in the form of repeated notes. In the pair of Sioux melodies (8&29) the introduction and coda, which
are typical of flautolat melodies but not as common in vocal love songs, have been deleted from the vocal version.

To summarize briefly, it is the melodic line which receives the greatest alteration when a piece is transferred from the instrumental to vocal idiom. There is a general trend towards simplification, with a deletion of melodically non-essential leaps and ornamental devices, but even with these changes, the same melodic outline is clearly discernible in both instrumental and vocal versions. Formal structure is changed to a lesser degree, while other features such as scale, range, tempo, and rhythm remain essentially the same.
Conclusion

The initial impetus for this study of instrumental and vocal love songs derived from a number of questions raised by George Herzog in an article, "Special Song Types in North American Indian Music," written in 1935. In his paper, Herzog pointed out that "it is not uncommon to find in the possession of a single group a number of styles, represented in different categories of songs; specific styles that do not seem to have any organic reason for co-existing" (1935:24). Hypothesizing that musical features which perhaps originated in one restricted locality gradually spread, through trade, warfare, and social interaction, to other areas, he then distinguished four types of songs, each of which had a special function, that could be considered intrusions into the existent musical repertoire of a given tribe. One of these was the love song.

In this paper it has been shown that the love song derived, in all probability, from flageolet melodies which had long been used for courting. By first tracing the diffusion of the flageolet from its likely origin in Mexico (Galpin 1902-03:135; Sachs 1929:214; Roberts 1936:20625) northward through the continental U.S.A. into roughly the Western Great Lakes, Plains, Plateau, and Southwest areas, it was also
possible to delimit the distribution of this special type of vocal love song.

Flageolet melodies from all four areas were then analyzed in an attempt to distill their major characteristics and determine to what extent this music exhibited a homogeneous style regardless of the musical area in which it occurred. From a study of flageolet construction it was found that the instrument was most commonly made of wood, was approximately 20-21 inches long, 1½ inches in diameter, and had six finger-holes. This standard construction, although not rigid in all details, created an instrument which most often produced melodies with pentatonic scales of about one octave's range. No one melodic pattern emerged as distinctive, although the use of many large intervals, especially octaves, fourths and fifths, within a melodic line was considered to be idiomatic of flageolet songs. Flageolet music was also strongly characterized by a very free, unmetered rhythm and a slow tempo which, together, created a spacious and rhapsodic quality common to the majority of instrumental love songs. Formally, the use of long-held tonic notes, played with a characteristic intense vibrato, as introductions, internal dividers, and endings was also seen as distinctive of flageolet melodies. In addition to this vibrato technique, an idiomatic flute style was created through the use of a number of ornamental devices such as overblown grace notes, glissandi, turns, and trills.
Having established the existence of a typical flageolet style, it was then possible to compare its features to those derived from a similar analysis of vocal love songs. Proceeding from the supposition that love songs were a result of a transfer from flageolet to voice, certain features of the instrumental melodies were expected to recur in the vocal songs. Although a direct correlation of all features could not be shown, possibly because vocal love songs had also been influenced by the typical vocal style of their musical areas, several significant characteristics were found which definitely indicated their close connection.

Because the vocal melodies were not restricted to the standardizing effect of an instrument, their ranges and scales showed more variation and in some cases resembled the typical vocal music of their area. Remnants of the melodic line of flageolet pieces with their wide intervals were retained in many vocal songs from the Plains and Southwest. The free, unmetered rhythms and slow tempo which had been prominent in flageolet melodies was found to be one characteristic which set the genre of love songs apart from most other Indian music. The distinctive use of long-held tones as introductions and endings in flageolet melodies also recurred in the vocal love songs and short calls heard at the end of many vocal songs were reminiscent of the sharp grace-note endings of flageolet melodies.
While all of these characteristics revealed important similarities between vocal love songs and their instrumental counterparts, it was in two significant features, vocal quality and manner of performance, that their close connection became clearly evident. The most striking feature of vocal technique was the nasal, drawling tone with which love songs from the Western Great Lakes and Plateau areas were rendered. Several sources (Fletcher 1893:11; Densmore 1932:208; Herzog 1935:28) maintain that this technique was meant to imitate the sound quality of the flute. To further enhance this imitation Indian singers would sometimes wave their hand slowly in front of their mouth to interrupt the flow of breath and produce soft pulsations of tones. The unique manner of voicing of love songs also demonstrated their similarity to flageolet melodies. The prominence of glissandi at phrase beginnings and endings and between wider intervals was one distinctive feature of flageolet melodies which had been taken over into vocal love songs. On the other hand, vocal love songs from the Plains and Southwest were performed in a manner typical of most of the vocal music of those areas. Thus, vocal tension, pulsating tones, and a large number of grace notes were common in these love songs, quite in contrast to the vocal technique of the Western Great Lakes and Plateau.

Having isolated and analyzed numerous technical features of both instrumental and vocal love songs from several groups that are widely separated both culturally and geographically, do these individual parts synthesize into a unique and separate genre? Can a conclusive statement
be made regarding the existence of a musical style which cuts across usual musical and cultural boundaries? With very little qualification it can be said that the features of flageolet melodies combine to form a distinctive instrumental style which is basically the same throughout all the areas discussed. The question of one distinct style for vocal love songs is, however, more complex since the features of these songs, when examined individually, reveal influences from both their instrumental counterparts and from the typical vocal style of their musical areas. This picture is further complicated by the coincidental rise of vocal love songs as a favourite form of expression and the influence of European culture. From this intricate web of influence and cross-relations, this study has attempted to extract enough evidence to further validate Herzog's theory of special song types by showing that vocal love songs are, indeed, linked in numerous and significant ways to their instrumental counterparts and that together they form a recognizable separate and unique genre.
List of Songs on Accompanying Tape

The melodies on the accompanying tape have been grouped into three categories: 1. flageolet melodies, 2. vocal melodies, and 3. four pairs of melodies which have both instrumental and vocal versions. They are heard in the following sequence:

1. Winnebago flageolet melody (6) - Western Great Lakes
2. Meskwaki flageolet melody (7) - Western Great Lakes
3. Sioux flageolet melody (9) - Plains
4. Kiowa flageolet melody (16) - Plains
5. Flathead flageolet melody (17) - Plateau
6. Apache flageolet melody (19) - Southwest
7. Chippewa vocal love song (20) - Western Great Lakes
8. Chippewa vocal love song (22) - Western Great Lakes
9. Chippewa vocal love song (23) - Western Great Lakes
10. Sioux vocal love song (32) - Plains
11. Kiowa vocal love song (35) - Plains
12. Flathead vocal love song (36) - Plateau
13. Apache vocal love song (38) - Southwest
14. Chippewa flageolet melody (1) { same melody
15. Chippewa vocal love song (27) }
16. Sioux flageolet melody (8) { same melody
17. Sioux vocal love song (29) }
18. Sioux flageolet melody (9) { same melody
19. Sioux vocal love song (30) }
20. Kiowa flageolet melody (15) { same melody
21. Kiowa vocal love song (35) }
RECORDINGS

American Indian Soundchief Recording 248, Side II.

Canyon Record 78: ARP 601, Side A.

Canyon Record 78: ARP 623, Side A.

Canyon Record 78: ARP 624, Side B.

Canyon Record C-6050, Side I, b.4.
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